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Native State
The Rockland Oasatte was established
In IMS In 1174 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oeeette
“Dr. Oeorge W. Pullen" reads a
In 18M The Free Press was established
In 1SS3 and In 1891 changed lu name to new sign* on Doctors' Row, Limerock
the Tribune These papers consolidated
March IT. 1197
street, thus announcing that Dr. Pul
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BARROWS ENTERS THE FIELD

Chief Payton Handed Richly Deserved Bouquets City Government Gets Under Way With No Flare- Secretary Of State Will Seek the Governorship
Nomination On Republican Ticket
backs—“Jont” Gardner Road Commissioner
—Sandy Chapman Pleased Them

Secretary of State Lewis O. Bar- j gusta. who had held the office but
Yeterday was Inauguration Day Committee. This committee was of
The Camden Fire Department Sat ning at 9 a m. and generally not end
len is located with Dr. Charles B. urday night held its annual jollifica ing before 11 p. m.
at City Hall and the program was car great value to the City Government rows of Newport, formerly a member one term.
The other announced candidates for
Chief Payson's pride was manifest ried out slicker'n a whistle, with no in giving advice on several matters of the Governor's Council, announced
Popplestone and Dr. C. H. Jameson in tion which this year took the form of
♦
We must have love towards all,
the Republican nomination for Oovwhich
were
of
vita)
interest
to
the
drisentlng
voice
on
any
of
the
propo

as
he
spoke
of
the
first
aid
truck
but familiarity with all la not
that he will seek the Republican emor are former State Senator Blin
the commodious offices at 35 Limerock an oyster supper, delightfully concoct
♦ expedient—Thomas a Kempla
which the Camden Department has sitions. If there had been any ex city, such as the collection of taxes, nomination for governor at the June
street. He is a specialist in surgery ed by versatile members of Chief
W. Page and Executive Councillor
been constructing in odd moments the pectation cf fireworks in the election settlement with one of the city's
Clyde H. Smith, both of Skowhegan.
and diseases of women.
Allen F. Payson's official family. past two years. It was intended to of city officials the idea was quickly largest corporations, and several primaries.
G. A. LAWRENCE SELLS Dr. Pullen was born tn Maine and Sharing in the pleasure of the occa- start the drive far funds last July, disabused as all of the appointments other matters which needed prompt Barrows was runner-up in the 1932 Barrows is 42 years old. married and
attention. I am In favor of the ap Republican gubernatorial primary the father of three sons. He served
attended Bowdoin College where he
but because of the Hospital and Y. M. made by Mayor Leforest A. Thurston
one term on the Executive Council
pointment of a committee of 25. who
Distribution Of Fuel Oil End was a member ol the football and
election. The Republican nominee
C. A. campaigns it was decided to were unanimously confirmed.
while Ralph O. Brewster was Gover
will act. as an Advisory Board and
track
teams,
later
going
to
the
Uni

Of the Business Is Sold
But two changes were made--Jonaawait a more favorable opportunity.
I whose services will be available to that year, Burleigh Martin of Au nor. and two during the administra
versity of Buffalo for hls pre-medical
Inside of three weeks the necessary than S. Oardner being appointed the City Government at all times. gusta. was defeated for the governor tion of Gov. Gardiner.
To Socony
School, graduating from the latter,
commiss ioner of Public Works to suc
fund was almost in hand
He is a graduate of the University
We arc faced with many difficult ship by Democratic Gov. Louis J.
following which he served internships
ceed Peter Edwards; and Dr. Charles
O. A. Lawrence Co. has sold the
Now
cctnes
the
announcement
that
of Maine, '16, and of Hebron Acadproblems and I think a committee of Brann.
in Casualty Hospital, Washington. D.
oil distribution end of Its extensive
the truck will be ready for service in D. North being appointed city physi this kind can be of great assistance.
Barrows, after pointing out he was emy; a past president of the Maine
C. Bellevue Hospital, New York City,
business to the Sccony Vacuum Oil
a few days, and that it will be exhibit cian to succeed the late Dr. F. O.
Through the excellent coopera "not a New Dealer," stated: “While , Pharmaceutical Association; served
and St. Luke's Hospital, Cleveland,
Company Inc., the change effective
ed In Rockland before being taken to Bartlett.
tion of our local business concerns, I cannot subscribe to the so-called On the Mexican border with the SecOhio. He afterward established a
as of Jan. 4. The big deal has been
Gardiner for display at the quarterly
we were able to carry on the business Townsend Plan I do feel that Maine ond Regiment, Maine National
practice In the latter city where he
under negotiation for .several months was a member of the medical ad
meeting of the State Association of
of the city for two years without should, at the earllst possible Ouard; was elected a member of the
Under the new plan no cliange will visory board of the Cleveland schools, j
borrowing a cent In anticipation of moment, take steps to guarantee the' Republican State Committee in 1926;
Fire Chiefs Jan. 14. The truck will
be apparent to the Lawrence clientele
taxes, which has saved the taxpayers security of its citizens as provided for ■ and has held the office of Newport
be exhibited In Gardiner on the after
During the war Dr. Pullen served
town treasurer. Re got hls first taste
because the Socony interests will re as a surgeon In Field Hospital No. 16,
quite
a large sum In interest. Wc by existing laws."
noon of that day.
Barrows
was
elected
secretary
of
;
of politics while a boy. serving as a
have
been
trying
a
new
system
of
col

tain all the Lawrence drivers and after which he decided to return to
Town Manager Percy R. Kellar, who
lecting taxes. local business con state a year ago by the Republican- page in the Maine Senate, of which
will use the same equipment in dis the New Engand countryside to take
has a vital Interest in everything per
cerns employ collectors who make controlled Legislature, defeating Sec- hls father, George M. Barrows, was
tributing the fame fuel. Mr Lawrence charge o< Oilman Hospital as chief
taining to the welfare of Camden
regular calls and collect bills on a retary Robinson C. Tobey (R) of Au- 1 a member.
having secured his supplies from surgeon to the Oilman Paper Com
highly commended the octi m of Onkl
weekly basis, and' we have tried a
pany at Oilman, Vt., being also on the
Payson and Eddie Dodge in attending
Socony.
similar plan. Two assistant collec
It must be borne in mind that the active surgical staff of the St. Johnsthe training school In Massachusetts.,
tors have made regular calls on tax
bury
(Vt.)
Hospital,
resigning
from
O A Lawrence Co carries on Its sale
and thought it especially fine that
payers and have collected many taxes
and service of oil burners, regrigera- those appointments in 1932. The fol
Dodge should be willing to spend his
that would have otherwise been un
tors, etc., as always, only the oil dis lowing two years were spent doing
vacation in that manner. At Mr
Allen F. Payson, one of Maine's most
collected.
post
graduate
work
at
the
University
tribution being affected by the change
Kellar's suggestion the meeting gave
progressive fire chiefs
The office and di'play room will be of Edinburgh in the surgical division
a rising (and rousing) vote of thanks
In many cases arrangements have
moved from Main street to 23 Tillson of the Royal Infirmary, and at the
for the Chief and Eddie
been made whereby a small amount
University
of
Vienna
under
Professor
sion
were
some
75
citizens
represent

avenue in the near future
“We all know what the Camden
has been paid each week, making it
Wetbel In the famous Weibel Clinic. ing all of the town's trades and prodepartment has been doing." said the
much easier for the taxpayer and
held the largest gynecological clinic In the
More good news from (he Snow a 240 h. p. Fuirbanks-Morae direct
Topsy Turvy Sole will be
town manager, “and with the appara
people have become more tax-con
I
.
shipyard
this morning!
reversible engine. With machinery
Thursday. Friday and Saturday ot ; worldtus
on
the
new
truck
Camden
will
scious. In conjunction with this
Dr. Pullen returns to his home
Chief Payson imparted his guest
Manager Gatcomb reports that a and gear installed the dragger will
Crocketts Baby Shop—adv.
stand away ahead in emergency
system
of
collecting
a careful survey
State for sentimental reasons and has speaker Charles "Sandy" Chapman, a
| Alderman “BUI" SuUivan. The Re- has been made of all unpaid taxes contract has been closed for the con cost in the neighborhood of $45,000.
settled
In this locality as he feels it is representative of the Gamewell Com- work.”
Here's a National Event which you
Work will begin as soon as the ma
Many struction of a 90-foot dragger for
Sandy Chapman paid a compliment
publicans insisted that hr again dating back several years.
and one
member of
cannot afford to overlook! The mak the most hospitable and picturesque
to Mr Taylor as song leader, but
adjustments have been made and un Capt. Daniel F. Mullins of New Bed terials can be assembled, and will
serve as permanent Chairman.
ers of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VEL spot In Maine.
mean a four-months' Job for thia
i histrionic profession. Sandy has a hardly endorsed his suggestion to
collectable taxes have been abated; ford.
LUM stationery are offering during
The
craft
will
have
a
beam
of
20
yard
I
therefore,
at
the
present
time
we
record of having addressed some 600 “Keep the Home Fires Burning " “I
The new Board of Aldermen com
the month of January only, 100 sheets
KIWANIS NIGHT
The company is nearly ready to lay
I service clubs, and after listening to presume Mr Taylor is in the insur prises Louis R Cates. Republican, have a more true picture of our col feet and will draw 8 feet, 8 inches of
and 100 envelopes of this fine writing
his oratory, hls dramatics and his wR. ance business." said Sandy, and then Ward 1; Capt John Bemet. Repub lectable taxes. These assistant col- water. The frame and planking will the keel for the new Islesboro ferrypaper with your Name and Address Rockland Club Is Organized R
underetood
maybe John didn't get a hand
lican. Ward 2: Maurice F. Lovejoy, , lectors have also served many Tax be of oak. The motive power will be t boat.
on both sheets and envelopes—or,
! Liens. The cost of this service has
Dr. E. W. Peaslee Named , ro much in demand.
The speaker told of 130 alarms an Republican. Ward 3; Raymond C.
your Monogram in raised letters on
'
been small, and I believe results more
As President
The Indispensable John Taylor led swered by the Camden department Perry. Democrat, Ward 4; William J.
NECK WAS BROKEN
LUCIUS S. YORK
the sheets, for only 81.00 a box. We
1
------I in the singing of community songs i
pa-Sl war which had a total loss Sullivan. Democrat-Republican Ward than Justify the expense
suggest that you see samples at once
The Rockland Kiwanis Club last and afforded Sandy Chapman a o{
than 11500. Speaking of the 5 Marcellus W Condon. Democrat. i Last winter we cut about 300 cords Leonard M. Dearden, Promi- Sudden Death Of a Veteran
at this office.
night became an actual institution chance fer a go-d come-back when Hotel Rockland fire he referred to Ward 6; Harry L. Levensaler. Repub of wood and 10.000 feet of lumber
nent Musician, Was Killed
Railroad Man and PromiEMERGENCE
when It installed its permanent offleajed for “Keep the Home Fires ' one Camden fireman who was owr- lican. Ward 7. Rev E O Kenyon of from the city’s property in "The Bog.
a greater part of this work being
Oh. to see
nent Mason
In
Auto
Accident
cers and made formal application for Burning.'
come and had to be taken to the hos- St Peter's Episcopal Church acted as
An Idea emerge
done by men receiving aid. The city
final charter. Dr. E W Peaslee wears
Prom the chrysalis of theory.
Chlef Payson in his introductory prtai “That boy was Eddie Dodge." chaplain
Lucius S York, veteran locomotive
An insignificant patch of ice on
has a wood yard where this wood is
Pause a moment.
the president's Jewel; Francis D. Orne remarks told of the splendid spirit of | ^d Sandy He was in the front line
Although the Republicans were in
Free.
fitted and delivered to needy families the St. Georges River road in Thom engineer on the Rockland-Portland
Then gently rise
is vice president; Donald O. Cum co-operation which' had been shown < fighting an enemy that gives no a position to elect the permanent
On wings s reality!
In this way many are able to pay for aston spelled tragedy Sunday morn run, died suddenly at his home on
-tc Baron Cooke. In Psychology. mings, secretary and Rev. Corwin H. by the selectmen, citizens, and volun- ! mercy "
chairman, the unanimous choice was
Pleasant street Sunday forenoon of
their fuel by labor.
ing for Teonord M Dearden. a well
O'.ds. trea-urer.
teer firemen in the acquisition of
Mr chapman gave a graphic ac- Alderman Sullivan the veteran mem
We were able to secure a rock
heart disease. He had been in 111
known musician, who was going to hie j
NOTICE !
Following a delicious dinner at 'he modem fire apparatus. He told of count of some fire disasters in vari- ber of the Board who has an exten
crusher which, used at the Middle home at St. Oeorge. driving a coupe health the post six weeks, but on
sive
acquaintance
with
municipal
Will parties teking tools from site Copper Kettle. Oeorge A. Harrison of attending the Arlington (Mass.) ^5
of the country’ being espestreet pit, made available several
Sunday morning partook of his
of PWA Project. Clark island, please 1 Portland to whose untiring efforts
and accompanied by Victor Korplnen
affairs, and whose ambition is to
Training
School
with
Eddie
Dodge
—
a
thousand
yards
of
very
good
road
breakfast and appeared in excellent
return. If this Is done there will be
The ice caused the car to skid into
serve the citizens regardless of hls
j over a period of several years the club strenuous two weeks’ session begin(Oontinued on Page Eight!
material with which we have im
spirits. The end came without warn
no questions ask-d.
a cement culvert and overturn in the
political affiliation.
JOHN CAVEN. Foreman. i owes its existence, presented Franklin
proved streets, hoping to be able to
ing.
ditch. Dearden was thrown from the
The mayor-elect was escorted to
3’It | H Kean, organizer for Kiwanis Intertar them tn 1936.
Mr. York had recently been elect
machine, striking on his head.
the platform by Aldermen Lovejoy
' national headquarters at Chicago,
We have bought four trucks for the
ed eminent commander of Claremont
State Patrolman Raymond Foley
and Perry, getting a good reception
who gave the intimate story of Ki
Highway Department and three snow
Commandery, K T., and was to have
went to the scene of the accident, and
from the assembled spectators and
wanis and discussed the by-laws,
plows, which Improves this depart
been inducted into office last night,
Medical Examiner J. E Odiome ot
general applause when he completed
territorial limits etc which will gov
ment to a great extent. We also
the installation ceremonies being
hla inaugural address. Mayor Thurs
North Whitefield was summoned in
ern the local club.
purchased a truck, replacing the
postponed because of his death.
ton
was
elected
two
years
ago
as
a
the
ab'ence
of
Dr.
H.
J.
Welsman.
the
Plans were discussed for Charter
Chandler pumper, and 1.000 feet of
Glencove Grange Hall
The deceased was born at Damari
Democrat and this (•ear received the
Knox County medical examiner, who
Night which will be held in the near
fire hose for the Fire Department.
scotta
Mills. 66 years ago. son of
nomination from both parties. There
was In New York. Dr Odiome re
All of this equipment was bought
I future with representative KiwanlSewall P. 'York, who survives him.
has been a- very general feeling
ported that Dearden's neck was
locally.
! ans present from all over including a
Music By
i He entered the employ of the Maine
[Concise statement of purposes, ployment of any person or payment among the taxpayers that he has
The old storehouse has been torn broken and that death was instan Central Railroad the year he became
number of high officials and it is ex-1
to
any
other
person
as
wages
or
salary
made
the
best
Whalen’s Privateers
of
a
very
difficult
I principles and plans for quick un
down at the Public Landing and a taneous. The body was taken to the of age, in the capacity of fireman.
pected. a full delegation from Au
LUCKY NUMBER DANCES
derstanding of Townsend movement. In amounts disproportionate to serv- situation,
new one erected at the Winter street Davis funeral parlors In Thomaston. ' He was promoted to engineer about
gusta Kiwanis Club which is span- '
Admission Ladles 25r; Men 35c
,
Furnished by State Headquarters of ices rendered
Korpinen. in spite of the violence
location, thereby centralizing our
30 years ago, and his fine record won
soring the local group
Wilful refusal to pay any Just ob
Townsend Plan. 178 Middle street.
of
the crash, escaped serious injuries
The Inaugural Address
highway equipment.
him the high regard of the corpora
ligation.
Dearden. who was tn his 41st year,
Portland!
Limerock street, Sherers' lane, part
tion's officials.
We are now about to take over the
Wilful failure or refusal to obey any
Basic Foundation
Of West Meadow road, and Maverick was a former resident of Brockton,
He was devoted to Masonry and
regulation established for enforce management of the city for the next
Mass.
Payment each month to all men ment of the law.
j two years. The management of this I street have been accepted as State
had been active in the local bodies.
He began the study of the piano at
and women of 60 years and older of
86.000.00C corporation in normal J Aid roads, znd the State bears part
He belonged also to Kora Temple.
Aims of Plan
6,
with his sister, a New England
SIRLOIN, TENDERLOIN, RUMP.
$200 a month to be spent each month j
I times requires a lot of thought and of the expense for building and tarMystic Shrine ot Lewiston, and was
To provide security for all persons hard work, but through the depres- ring. We also tarred Broadway and Conservatory of Music graduate.
AND HAMBURG STEAKS- lwide the United States.
a member of Anderson Camp Sons
who reach the age of 60 years to live slon it has been doubly hard to keep North Main Street with State Aid Later studies were undertaken with
(Swiff. Beat Heavy Wertern Beef—Bach Serving One-half Pound)
Establishment of a Revolving Fund
i of Union Veterans, and the American
F Addison Porter, the founder of the
on an American standard of living ! everything going and every depart- ' money.
for this purpose by a 2 per cent,
Brotherhood of Railroad Engineers,
Conservatory pianoforte teaching j Hc
To
remove
from
competitive
labor
;
ment
up
to
standard.
I
have
been
transaction tax. under which the I
was greatly liked by his associates
In the Assessor's department full system. He also studied music at the In railroading, and those who came
j payments to citizens over 60 years' of a sufficient number of citizens to af very fortunate in having a board of
ford opportunity for all employables Aldermen who have given me their descriptions of all real estate titles Conservatory with Homer Humphrey
age will be collected and distributed
In contact with him In the other
To provide a constant purchasing I ioyai support. j have consulted them are being recorded, and on their corn- and Mr. Dunham, and later enrolled walks of life.
JANUARY SPECIAL!
■ each month.
tn Mr. Davidson's famous music cla*s
All persons who qualify for this power for the products of American In all matters of consequence and no pletion a tax deed can be given of
Mr. York was married May 8. 1917
at Harvard University. ,Mr. Dearden
factories,
industries,
agriculture
and
appointment
has
been
made
without
!
any
piece
of
property
in
the
city,
to Miss Delia Rowe, who survives
fund must rot ire from all gainful
services.
the approval of the full board. Very Portland sells thousands of dollars has had the benefit of excellent train him.
I occupations.
To
maintain
a
balance
between
little can be accomplished without of tax deeds every year, Rockland has ing combined with several years of
Prudent limitations upon gifts or
Funeral services will be held at the
consumption
and
production
that
will
the full cooperation of the City: lost many thousand* of dollars by experience at the consoles of large ] family residence Wednesday at 2
donations from these payments or
Government.
not having an adequate description church and theatre organs In import p. m, and the remains will be taken
their use to support employable per- end all depressions.
ant cities of the east.
To
protect
and
preserve
all
rights.
'
100 SHEETS
The heads of all the departments of property.
to Damariscotta Mills for burial.
I sons In idleness.
During the World War he served in
traditions
and
customs
which
have
have
cooperated
to
the
fullest
and
I
Last
year
we
refunded
$21,000
of
Strict
enforcement
of
oath
to
spend
100 ENVELOPES
the 1st Division for two years; While
the $200 within 30 days from the time been established as true Americanism feel all departments have been able 5 percent city bonds at an interest
More than three quarters of a mil
overseas he played several Instru
To stimulate ambitions and offer 1 managed.
rate
of
3%%,
thereby
saving
quite
a
lion fanners individually own stock
of Its receipt within the United States
Incentives to further progress and de
The untimely death of Aider- sum in interest. During the past two ments In the band. Mr Dearden has In the permanent cooperative credit
Who Is Eligible
velopment of higher standards of liv man Charles W. Schofield last years more than $20,000 has been accompanied Tibbett, Jerltza, Farrar, Institutions of the Farm Credit Ad
All men and women over 60 years ing.
It's time to stock up on thia fine Deckled Edge
fall shocked the entire community, paid on our floating debt held by the Walter Smith, trumpeter, and many ministration.
| of age whose net income is not in
writing paper. Many people buy from six to a
To reduce crime by destroying the and the City Government lost one of local banks, and I recommend that other musicians of renown. He gave
dozen boxes in this Sale because they know
i excess of $2400 a year.
conditions which breed crime.
its valued members. Mr. Schofield $10,000 should be paid each year un- two recitals in the great Pesthall In
that plain paper of thi. quality—without any
Only American citizens, residing in
Coblenz. Germany, and has played YOUR FAVORITE POEM
To furnish opportunity to the young was a young man of good business til this debt is retired.
printing—costs far more than this Special
the United States and its territories, for fullest use of their talents and ability and took his office as aiderJanuary price.
If I had my life to live again I would
With the help of Federal Funds, a piano with Leo Reisman's fine orches
have made a rule to read some poetry
are qualified.
ability.
man very seriously. He was ready at sewer has been built on Pleasant tra at the Hotel Brunswick, Boston.
and listen to some muslr at least one
TWO SIZES:
No occupants of prisons or hospital
He was organist at Pratt Memorial a week. The loss of these tastes Is a
To safeguard the American home all times to take hls share of re street, several thousand feet of
loss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
(1) Large Bifold Sheet. 6%xl0',i
M.
E. Church.
for the mentally incompetent eligible. as the unit of modern civilization.
brooks
have
been
walled,
and
much
sponsibility and always worked for
with Wallet Flap Envelopes.
Both husband and wife, otherwise
THE CITY’S CROWN
To reduce the terrific burden of the interest of the city.
of them covered, which improved the
(2) Small Double Sheets, 7x4% with
qualified, may enroll for payments taxation caused by public and private
much filling and grading having ' What makes a city great? Huge piles of
Death
also
removed
Dr.
F.
O.
Bart

city
drainage
system;
also
new
sewers
Pointed Flap Envelopes.
which are legally described as an- charity, by growth of crime, by waste, lett, and we are now learning what have been completed at upper Talbot been done. Work Is still going on at ' Heaped10 heavenward’ Vast multitude,
dwell
| nulty or annuities.
Either size furnished with Name and Address.
by maintenance of public Institutions a sacrifice he had made during prac avenue and North Main street, and this location, and when completed, Withinwho
wide circling walls? Pal ice and
Blue Ink. on the Sheets and Envelopes, or
Rockland
will
have
one
of
the
best
Loss of Right
throne
which would be rendered unnecessary tically 13 years In serving the city, several thousand feet of sidewalks
Raised Monogram on Sheets, printed in green,
And riches past the count of man to tell.
parks and landings on the coast. And
Rights of any person to receive by Increased demands for products for a salary that was little more than have been built and repaired.
wide domain? Nay. these the
rector blue ink, Envelopes Plain.
empty husk!
Oreat
Improvements
have
been
made
and services.
the cost of the medicine used.
The school buildings have been re
payment shall be forfeited for:
Iiue glory dwells where glorious deeds
are done.
In the present City Council we paired and painted; also the City at the city dump; much fill has been
To compel the constant circulation
Engaging in any gainful occupation.
Also many other styles to choose from.
Where great men rise whose names
added,
which
has
eliminated
the
dis

Violation rof any provision of law of money and obtain the certain re have three new members, who. I am Hall and (lie Public Library, so that
athwart the dual
misty centuries gleam like the sun!
sure, will give to the Administration all of our public buildings are now in agreeable odor. I hope that we will Of
sult of better homes.
enacted for its establishment.
In Athens. Sparta. Florence, twas the
be
able
to
complete
the
sea
wall
at
soul
their
most
hearty
cooperation.
excellent
repair.
To
constantly
raise
the
standards
Unreasonable
and unnecessary
That was the city's bright Immortal part.
When we took over the City
The Public Landing has been im this location this year, and In a short The splendor of the spirit was their goal.
maintenance of any able-bodied per of living to the levels possible under
Jewel the unconquerable heart!
ROCKLAND. MAINE
Invention and modern methods of Government In January, 1934, wc proved to a great extent, a new time we will have another very Their
son in idleness.
So may the city that I love be great
Till every stone shall be articulate
thought It best to appoint a Citizens' granite wharf having been built and
(Continued on Page Eight)
Unreasonable or unnecessary em- mass production and distribution.
—William Dudley Foulk«

SNOW COMPANY GETS ANOTHER

Will Build Dragger For New Bedford Man—
A Four Months’ Contract
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The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

"We know that thc law Is good, if j
a man use it lawfully." 1 Tim. 1:8.

ALL HEARD FROM
And Southern States Are
Standing Almost Alone

For the New Deal
The nation at large votes slightly
over 3 to 2 against thc New Deal in
Thc L'tcrary Digest poll, according to
thc latest tabulation which includes'
returns from all 48 States for the first
time.
The total of 1 370,774 ballots tallied
cn the question: "Do you now approve
the acts and policies of the Roosevelt
New Deal to date?" shows 541.845
“ye:" voter or 39.53 per cent to 828.929

"no" votes, cr 6047 per cent.
The present percentage of the bal

loting against the New Deal com
pares with 58.51 of last week's returns,
an increase of 196 points adverse to
the New Deal.
The current issue of The Literary
Digest in which thc latest poll statis
tics appear, states that thirty-six
States are registering majorities
against the Administration's policies.
The twelve 8tates which are voting
in support of Roosevelt's policies in
clude Alabama. Arkanssas. Georgia.
Kentucky. Louisiana.
Mississippi.
North Carolina. South Carolina. Ten
nessee Texas, Utah and Virginia, all
cf which except Utah are southern or
border States

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 7, 1936
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CAMDEN BOWLERS

Close

Competition

In

All

Three Divisions — Some
Interesting Figures
The Giants are still cocks of the
walk in the American Division of thc
Camden Y M CA. Bowling League but
the Shells and Red Triangles are run
ning fifty-fifty In the National Di
vision. The Daisies maintain their
enviable position in thc Women's Di
vision. but a smart shower might send
the Lilies out in front. Here are thc
statistics:

SWEEPING NO-RISK OFFER DELIGHTS
PIPE SMOKERS OF

ROCKLAND

American Division
w. L. PC PF
Giants ............... 41 11 788 1354
Braves ............... 38 14 .730 1383
YMCA
;H 14 70S 1358
Firemen ........... 33 19 634 1335
Camden Mill ...... 19 29 395 1305
Lions Club ......... 19 33 3C7 1298
American Legion 16 32 .333 1288
Rockport
16 32 333 1301
All Stars ............. 14 42 .260 1278
High Individual single. Richards.
Calderwood—132.
High individual total, Calderwood
—338.
High team single. Braves—528
High team total. Braves—1464

•••a

Individual Averages (First 201
6
PF. Ave.
Calderwood
30 3913 100.13
Freeman ............. 24 2395 9919
Boynton
39 3846 96 24
Stevenson
42 4027 95 41
E. Johnson
24 2303 96.23
R Hobbs_______ > 15 1439 9514
N Magee ........ .. - 39 3710 95 5
8. C. Williams ___ - 9
868 953
Orover ________
33 2130 94 28
Maynard ...........
39 3637 9310
Arico ..................
9 840 93 3
F Magee ............
42 3906 93.
Joe Talbot ..........
33 3038 92 2
E. Gross
39 3683 9134
Milliken ......
36 3299 9123
Simmons
24 2194 91.10
Bumll .............. .
36 3279 91 3
Merchant ...........
33 3012 91 9
Williams ............
39 3546 90 38
Larsen ..............
33 2999 90.27
• • • •

The States which are shown voting
against the New Deal represent 399
electoral votes, which is a little over
three-feurths of the Electoral College
total cf 531 votes.
In a similar poll on the New Deal
which was conducted by The Literary
D.gest in the spring of 1934. to thc
same names as nearly as possible.
61 15 oer cent of the total participants
were In favor of the New Deal and
Vermont was the only one of the
forty-eight States which gave a ma
National Division
jority against the President's acts and
W L. P C. PF
pclicies
Shells
33 11 750 1248
In his 1932 election President Red Triangles __ 33 11 750 1253
Roosevelt captured all States except Smokeeaters
23 21 522 1183
Crnnecticut, Delaware. Maine, New C. C. C. Cair.p .... 18 18 500 1223
Hampshire Pennsylvania and Ver Rotary Club
10 10 .600 1130
mont.
Business Men .... 13 35 .270 1115
Among the States which were rep Mystery Five ......
8 32 .200 1115
resented in last week's tabulation the
High individual single. Richardson
vote in twenty reveals a fractional in —127.
crease in the balloting for the New
High individual total. Bennett—
dial and additional returns reported 311.
frem nineteen States indicate an in
High team single. Red Triangles—
creased vote in them against the Ad 482.
ministration's policies, while no
High team total. Red Triangles—
change occurs in the other two Stales. 1330
"Since last weak the vote has in
Individual Averages (First 2®>
creased by more than 380.000 " The
8
PF Av?.
L terary Digest states in its current Bennett
™ 18 1687 93 13
issue
... 21 1894 904
"Now. with a full array of States, Letalien ..___
6 640 90.
the poll is sweeping toward its Sherman ......
... 30 2666 88 16
aenith. Its final results will show Richardson .
30 2665 88 15
what the country thinks of the Ad Leonard ......
... 15 1333 8813
ministration on the basis of the ques [ Giguere ____
6 532 884
tion asked 10.000.000 voters.
Robinson .......
... 6 52S 87 3
"Thc current tabulation has added Nash ________ ___ 33 2852 8614
interest because it contains prelimi Dwinal _____
.. 15 1302 86 12
nary reports from the last sever. R. Belyea ___
_ 30 2555 85 5
States to be heard from including Foster ______
_ 6 514 85 4
several large ones; New York, Penn Blood ______
... 27 2280 8412
sylvania. New Jersey. Vermont, O. Wadsworth
30 2523 843
Maine. Delaware and Nevada
Steams .........
3 254 84 2
Pelletier .......
... 27 2262 8321
• • • •
Martz .............
15 1256 83.11
"New York's first 50,680 show an
C. Dailey........
... 12 1006 83.10
unfavorable percentage of 65 30, while
9 749 83 2
C. Wadsworth
Pennsylvania's 101.381 ballots are
L. Dailey........
... 30 2478 82.18
68 63 per cent against the New Deal
• »
“New Jersey this week casts only
League
16,060 votes: the unfavorable percent
W. L. PC. PF.
age is 71.96.
18 9 .667 752
Vermont and Maine rcunding out Daisies .....
the New England bloc, are sharply ■ Lilies .................... 17 10 .629 741
Buttercups .......... 14 10 .583 747
opposed thus far to the Dew Deal.
9 12 428 668
"The thirty-six States voting ‘no’ Violets ________
Dandelions
..........
10
14 .416 717
include two southern States, Florida
| Snapdragons .......
1 14 .067 643
and Oklahoma."
High individual single. Neda Fester
The combined vote of the six New
—
05.
England States is more than 3 to 1
High individual total. Neda Foster
against the New Deal, the heaviest
negative vote against the Adminis- j —ti
High teaqj single. Dandylions—449.
tration of any section of the country.
High team total. Dandylions—852.
The southern and border States,
Individual Averages i First 201
which register the largest affirmaS PF. Ave.
tive vote, give practically a 3 to 2
Dot Ware ..............
17 1322 77 13
ratio for the New Deal.
The eight Rocky Mountain States Pearl Nash ............. 18 1358 75 8
show a composite 3 to 2 disapproval Neda Foster ........... 12 900 75.
19 1374 72.6
cf the President’s policies and the Olive Weaver .........
16 1140 714
three States on 'the Pacific Coast in- Lucy Dickens .........
dicate practically the same percent- Martina Elsmore ... . 10 708 70 8
Dot Wentworth ..... . 17 1179 69 6
age in opposition to the New Deal.
The Middle Atlantic States, which Kay Rollins ............. 14 959 687
include such populous common- Mildred Rdbinson ... 13 871 67.
19 1256 662
wealths as Pennsylvania, New Jersev Bunny Talbot ........
and New York vote 2 (to 1 against Marie Dyer ............. 16 1067 66 1
the New Deal, while the combined Lillian Grav ........... 17 1104 G4 15
vote in the farm belt is still more Mae McKinnon ...... 13 839 64.7
4 259 64 3
than 3 to 2 to date against the Ad- Bunny Wadsworth ...
Dora Packard ........
19 1213 63 16
ministration's policies.
Margaret Mitchell ..
14 893 63 11
... 15 942 62 12
For a Birthday gift nothing would Edna Dearborn
18 1117 62.1
be more acceptable than a box of RY- Lucy Stevenson ....
. 10 614 61 4
TEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM sta- Winnie Talbot
tionery printed with Name and Ad- 1
dress or Monogram. During the'
Quiets the
month of January only you can buy [
maddening
itch,
this fine writing paper in DOUBLE
.soothes
irritated
the usual quantity (100 sheets and Effective in
‘skin. Aids healing
100 envelopes) at $1 .00 a box. Including [ stubborn cases*
the printing. See samples at The yet mild enough
fortenderestskinllCIimS
Courier-Gazette office—adv,
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PRINCE ALBERT on a remarkable
«

you-must-be-pleased plan!
ies forward with
Prince Albert now comes
a positive no-risk offer to pipe smokers.
And already the word is sweeping the
state that Prince Albert is “the buy”
for real joy smoking!
Why unusual offer can be made

Read the money-back offer carefully.
Note that all the risk is on us. We take
it, knowing that Prince Albert’s quality
speaks for itself.
We simply ask you to give Prince
Albert a fair and square trial. Smoke 20
pipefuls of Prince Albert. Note how the
golden-brown tobacco packs snugly in
your pipe... note the inviting aroma as

you play your match across the bowl.

OUR OFFER

____

TO

Importance of the “Crimp Cut”

PIPE SMOKERS:

A special feature of P.A. is the cut
“Crimp cut’’ it is called. And that “crimp
cut” is an important part of the reason
why Prince Albert is so often praised for
the way it burns. Slow. Cool. Mild.
And superior quality is not all. We pack
Prince Albert in a big 2-ounce econ
omy tin. Your tobacco keeps in prime
condition. And you get real economy
smoking—around 50 pipefuls of tobacco.
And so, just step up and ask for Prince
Albert, and shake hands with smokin’
at its best!

Smoke 20 fragrant pipefuls of Prince
Albert. If you don’t find it the mellow

est, tastiest pipe tobacco you ever
smoked, return the pocket tin with tbe

rest of the tobacco in it to us at any

J

time within a month from this date,

and we will refund full purchase price,
'lllilInPiiRIII.W.iRlioHlilfi

Prince Albert
THE

NATIONAL

TO SEE NEW FACES

JOY

BIG BLUEBERRY PACK

lid

Frankie Merrill of Augusta and
Pancho. Jr., cf Waterville are the
headliners for Friday nights bcx:ng
show at the Rockland Athletic Club,
and it is doubtful if there are many
faster boys in thc lightweight class
14
this
.State.
"I
guarantee a fight in every round. " says
Ma iehmakei Hamlin, and a guarantee
is what seems to be needed in some
cf the main bouts.
Ponzi Cochran cf Rockland takes on
a Bay Stater In this show, his oppon
ent being Arthur Byron of Cambridge,
Mass. Byron is no relation to the tair.ous Loid but he did serve in the
Navy, where boys learn to fight as' if
• hey meant it. As to Ponzi, that there
lad is sure dealing cut the sleep
punches.
Vino Jchnson of Thomaston will
have as his opponent The Mysterio'is
Kid. whose home Is Somewhere in
North America. The other prelims
bring together Charlie Manta of
Owl’s Head (the bay who astonished
the natives in the last fight) vs. Bud
McKeon, who "asked for it;" and
Young Dusty Peters vs. an hornbre
who is said to reside in the last house
on Tough Street.

During January. Printed Stationery
with your Name and Address cr
Monogram actually costs less than
plain paper and envelopes.
See
samples at Thc Couriei-Gazette office
of RYTEX DECKLE EDGE VELLUM
which is effered for the month of
January only—100 Sheets and Enve
lopes—for only $1.00. Better buy
boxes and boxes of it!—adv.
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND BTB'T Co.
Service to Vinalhaven, North llaven.
Stonington, Imp au llaut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchhoro
Effective Oct. I, 1935
Winter Service 1935-1835
Dally Except Sunday
(Subject to Change Without Notice)
Read Down
A. M
530 Lv. Swan's Island,
«30 Lv. Stonington.
7 30 Lv. North Haven,
8 13 Lv. Vlnalhaven,
• 30 Ar. Rockland.
■

Read Up
P. M
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4 40
Ar. 330
Ar. 2 45
Lv 1 30
120-tf

Year, But Below the Five-,
Year Average

Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.

50

pipeful* of fragrant
tobacco in every 2ounce tin of Prince Albert

SMOKE

SHOCK TO SKIPPERS

BLUE STREAKS COMING

In Squared Circle At Rock- Ten Percent Increase Last Surprised By Outcome Of Leu“‘»n

land Athletic Club Next
Friday Night

plus postage. (Signed) R. J. Reynolds

LONG BURNING PIPE AND

.

.

Bowling Contest At thc
Cascade Alleys

To

STOBIE'S OPTIMISM

NOW I EAT

«7ik,and Sees Better Fish and Gan-

MINCE PIE

Prospects This Year Than

Upset Stomach Goes
in Jiffy with BeU-ans,

But You Never Can Tell

The powerful Lewiston High Blue
Streaks will Invade the Rockland High
The Department of Agriculture is
It wa? with great relish by bath
gym Friday and battle It out with
able to again make a 100': report for sides that hostilities were resumed at
the speedy Orenge and Black quintet.
-.he blueberry factories which operated the Cascade Alleys lc:t Wednesday
Although the Lewiston five is ccn-n 1935. The total number of cases | night, between the Ganders and the sidered as a heavy favorite to win, the
of all sizes packed show a 10", In- skippers after the Christmas armis- ( fans may get a surprise as Rcckland
crease over the 1934 season but Is stJl tice. ar.d the Oanders started off the j haj onJy
by
17.6" below the 1931-1935 five-year. New Year, ln what they thought wa I pQinU
of
morp
average. The price to farmers for thc right direction by Hopping the!powerful Wams jn the &ate and 6lncc

__

..

__

In 1935
Thousands of rporsmen will have
an even greater supply of fish and
game in 1936 than during thc record

breaking year of 1935, Commki.cner
Stcb.e predicted Saturday.
Stobie based hts prophecy on recerds cf trout and salmon planted in

SAVE FUEL
BAKE QUICKLY

the State's 2500 lake, ponds and in- Put in your kitchen one of the new
canning berries are lower than a year dcughty Skippers after they had
, the orange and black team has won num-rab:c streams ln recent years.
behind most cf the game.
.
t
,
ago. but slightly above the five year trailed
It was remewhat ol a shock to th- lU last lwo 8ames and
*f‘°wn vast Wlth 16000006 morc of lt2al cr lar*fr
average. It might be well to mention
tlzc to be liberated this year. In ad
that prices ln general for berries Skippers to have thc game snatched improvement in doing so the LewiS.‘hipped fstsh were well above those away from them, as they had ccasted ’ ton team may find that they have dition wardens have repotted that
Maine's 15.000.000 acres of woodland
paid for canning purposes The in along thinking that they could come tackled a stiff Jeb.
creased crop is particularly reflected through with the ntcercary timber Rockland has improved immensely still contained thousands of deer, dein the quantity of berries frozen fre<-h when nc:d"d. but it was the Ganders ever since Captain Morgan was I spit: a kill cf morc than 19,000 last
which is 250.000 pounds in excess of that had the spare lumber when the changed from center to guard and [a^
with Lanky Lord going to center the
A kiU ,;f
black
ycar
1934 and well above the five year rcore was finally totted up
average.
"Rabbit" Winslow was the bright offensive strength has been increased , d.d not dtC;matc thelr numb;r tQ
The Department still feels that its and shining star of the evening, as' very much With Murglta and La- | any appreciable ejftent.. Stcbie said,
figures for the quantity cf berries he captured beth high single and to- Crosse at forward. Lord center. Mor-, If Maine neople vote, ln September. |
shipped fresh in 32-quart crates far 1 tai. but some of the Skippers won-! &an and Crockett al guard and with i in fav0- O( a legislative act increasing
immediate consumption are far from dcred (under their breath, of course) Ppterson, Karl. Raye and Winchen-1 rf5ldpnt
and fishing lic-nse 1
complete However, here they are for why lt happened that when he bewled bach as tat string l'serves. Coach ' f.e- frcm 50 eent> to
fach
what they are worth. 25.709 Crete, as as sub for them ho couldn't hit the ' Sczak wil> have a strong array of men cald hls department would b? ablc
compared with 37.033 in 1934.
| back end of the alley, and then the 10 send lnto the fray on Friday.
' ral£, many morp gamp fvh'
The carry over from the 1934 pack | next time do better by some 50-odd A lar»e crowd is expected to wit- j hatcheries- and rearing pools now I
b3 c. -rt.( The best range that can be made.
was so small as to be hardly worth | pin-. But everybody, including Gen" ness Bie game and many of the fans! under corstnictl;n
mentioning and already seme con Hall and the pin boys, knows that It are hcp.ng to see a game Just like the I fd ard cthprs
whpr?
npedcd j
Trade In Your Old Range
cerns are reporting their entire 1935 Is the way in any athletic event. Westbrook battle which kept the Kurthermorc.
hc iSald, thp addi I
llcenfp | Priced from
pack as sold.
Some call it form, some call it luck, spectators on their toes through two Uon#1 revcnue from ,hp
»P
thrilling overtime periods.
I. „timaUd at
would
some
say
it
is
the
condition
of
y:ur
1931-1935
Tay only $1.00 each week if you with
digestion, but Gone says its juet plain
i enablehir departmen’t: :-3abli?h two
5-year ave. 1934 1925
Hell.
more game farm . The State's sole
WEST ROCKPORT
Bushel#
This match was signalized by the
game farm at Gray, now liberates 4500
ROCKLAND, ME.
bought
164.919 133.869 144 530
return cf Gone to the lineup of the
Henry Lam ten who het been i pa- pheasants annually. With two more'
nitf
Price per bush. $1 476
$1.73 $1 556
Skippcrs after a long layoff, and the; tient the past seven weeks at the such, farms it would be possible to
Coses No. 10's
toys said they did not see but what; Ueacones Hospital in Be .on. returns have an open season on pheasants
canned,
147.119 120,790 113.195
Gene's hold cn the anch;r was Juri, heme Thursday.
which would cut down the large an
Casss No. 2's
as gcod as ever. He had quite a bit —
- ------- nual
kill cf partridge. Slobie said.
canned.
26.319
29.055 43.537
of company down in the mud this | game series puts the Ganders one up
Modern fishways would be built in
Cases mi'cellanetime however, as Companions Peter- j but the Skippers are in a huddle and river', he said, to enable Atlantic
ov.s sizes canned 9.536
9.164 18.151
sen and Grimes will tcitlfy. Pestmas- i with the aid of a few fancy sailor salmon to resume thelr long lnterPounds fresh ber
ries frozen. 596.224 419 750 671.400 ter Drew managed to squeeze another' hitches expect to knot up thc series | rupted yearly trips from the ocean,
dinner out of the salty Orimes by the \ at cne all on the next voyage,
cant margin cf six pins more than
The score:
Chiropodist and Foot
WE BUY
his handicap cf 15. He claims he is
Ganders—Sanborn 250. Grimes 235,
going to keep winning from Frank Window 295, L. Arey 257. Littlefield
Specialist
until he has enough dinners coming 262. total 1299.
|
M. R. WYNNE
to feed all his teammates at the ex
Skippers—Drew 256, Dyer 257, Pet CLARENCE E. DANIELS
84 PARK ST..
ROCKLAND, ME.
RANKIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
. JEWELER
pense
cf
the
Grimes
pocketbook
Win

erson
245, O. Arey 275, Hall 245, tolal
I
TEL. 1123-W
1
371) MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
124tf
ning
this
initial
match
of
a
seven
1
1278.
_____
iw-tf
:

GLENWOOD
RANGES

$59

Burpee Furniture Co.

USED
CARS

OLD

GOLD

Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE

♦

Every-Other-Day
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday night with the new officers
in the chairs. Circle supper at 6.
|

Golden Rod Chapter, O.EB., holds
its annual meeting Friday night. Sup
per at 6 will be in charge of Mrs.'
Bernice Havener.
5

•
5
11
19
26

•
6
13
20
27

w
T
r
*
•
1 2 3 4
7 8 9 IO II
l4 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 2425
28 29 30 31
T
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A. B. Hamor. keeper of Owls Head
Light Station, extends thanks to
Capt. W. H. Wincapaw and son for
the fine Christmas gifts received.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Sun hine Society met yesterday at
the Central Maine club rooms. A I ’
quilt was tacked, and several gifts
made to the needy. Refreshments
were served.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
The Woman’s Mission Circle of the
Jan. 8—Thomaston—Board of Trade
meeting at Pythian hSll.
Jan. IV—Veterans of Foreign Wars First Baptist Church will meet at the
hold Bonus rally and dance at K. P. church parlors Wednesday at 2 JO in
hall.
Jan 13—Potent Teacher Association stead of the parsonage as first anmeeting at High School Auditorium.
Jan. 16—Baptist Mens League meets. ncunced. Members are asked to note
Jan. 18-Organ concert at Universalist the change in piaoe.
Church. Miss Kitty McLaughlin assist
ing
i*_------------------------------------------1
Jan. 17 (3 to 9:30)—Woman's Educa
tional Club opening; gentlemen's guest
FOR REPRESENTATIVE
'
night.
Jan. 19—Visitation of Rt Rev. Benjamen Brewster at 8t Peters Church.
Alan L. Bird yesterday indi
Jan 24—Camden—Recital of Camden
and Rockland pupils of Doris Heald
cated hl- willingness Io become a
School of Dancing, at Opera House.
Feb. 2—Candlemas Day
candidate for Reprei rntative to
Feb 10—Adam Walsh to address Par
Lrgi* latnre if thc voters of
ent-Teacher Association.
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Rcckland to desire. He is a ton
. Feb. 14—Valentine Day.
Jan. 14—Joint meeting of the Chamber
of
the Ute Sidney M. Bird, long .
of Commerce and local service clubs at
the Congregational vestry.
prominent as a leader in State .
Feb. 21—Camden—Fire Department
affairs, and a moet influential J
Gift Ball ln Opera House.
Feb 22—Washington s Birthday.
member of Legblature. Alan !
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday.
March 5-7—Camden—Food Fair at
Bird ie a graduate of University |
Opera House, sponsored by CamdenRockport Lions Club.
of Maine, where he starred ac a !
April 5—Palm Sunday.
member of the var.ity football I
April 10—Oood Friday.
April 12—Easter.
tram; and has gained a state- I
June 9— Republican National Conven
tion opens ln Cleveland.
wide
acquaintance as district I
June 9-11—Annual convention O.A R.
and allied bodies ln Rockland
governor
of Rotary. He studied *
June 15—Primary Election.
June 19-21—Annual encampment of
law with the Houlton firm of
th- Maine Department. Veterans of
Foreign Wars. In this city.
Powers & Powers and was ad

The Forty and Eight meets tonight.

Ssreter Cram®
|
JANUARY
CLEARANCE

Th: Baraca Class cuppur has been
pc.'.poned ta Wednesday, Jan. 15.

There is a letter at this office lor
l thc Pcncbicot Bay Radio Club.
| Pleare call.
t
___

Mi". Daniel Cole cf Melvin Heights,
Camden sends us a ‘ Ladies Delight"
which she picked last Saturday.

Anderson Camp. Sons of Union
Veterans meets Wednesday night at
7.30. Initiation will follow the busi
ness session.
The Woman's Educational Club
will observe gentlemen's night Jan.
17. at its seasonal opening. Supper
at 6 o'clock will be followed by
pictures, and speakers have been en, gaged for the occasion.

mitted to the Bar in 1903. Rock
land would have an able rep
resentative in Legislative halls.

George Walker has moved into the : <
apartments over the Simon H. Hall
The folks at Pleasant Valley Grange
store on Park s.reet,
j precede their first meeting of the
year by serving a covered dish supper
The Women's Association of the,
6 tonight. Important business is
Ccngregational Church will meet in to be discussed. Installation cf offi
the vestry Wednesday at 5 o'clock.
cers takes place on Tuesday night,
.Jan. 14. at 8 o’clock and will be for
James O'Hara is acting as announ members only.
cer and pianist at WCOP. the new
station at the Copley-Plaza, Boston.
The attention of the officers and
ether members of Rockland EncampMrs Marian Marsh Clark of Rock m.nt I.O.OR is d.rtred to the Lieport substituted as organist at the that the crack team of Lewiston En
campment will confer the Royal
local Methodist church Sunday.
Purple degree cn a class cf candidates ,
Miss Mary E. Sylvester, who is Saturday. Supper at 6.30. Those not
teaching in Puerto Rico, is taking already solicited should take pastry, j
advantage of the holidays for a trip
to the Virgin Islands.
An increase of 8130 fifty-cent cash
car tails in 1935 was the highlight of
Annual stated communication of the annual traffic report for the
Rockland Lodge F. A. M.; tonight. Carlton Bridge. Cars in this class
All members are requested to give crosing the state-owned bridge be
this meeting the careful considera
tween Bath and Woolwich numbered
tion it deserves.
216.152 ir. 1935. compared with 208.Monira F. widow of Oeorge K . 022 ln 1934. But toll revenue for the
Mayo, died suddenly this morning at ] year Ju:i ended amounted to 8154.her home. 22 Masonic street. Funeral 257.15, cr $8307 50 less than the 1934
services will be held Thursday at , revenue.
2 o'clock from the residence.
The brisk sale of tickets for the |
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary dedication of the new Hammond or- i
will have supper Wednesday at 6. gan at the Universalist Church. Jan.'
The auxiliary will elect officers at 7, 16. indicates unusual interest from the
after which camp and auxiliary will general public. In addition to seeing
and hearing this unique instrument
hold joint installation of officers.
which is revolutionizing the organ in
In the ’ist of deputies in the dustry. opportunity will be afforded
Maine State Grange for the coming to hear three artists of note, Mr.
year as announced by State Master Phelps, an assistant organist at St.
F. A. Richardson, appear Fred F. Paul's Cathedral; Kitty McLaughlin,
Maxey. Thomaston and Norman dramatic soprano, and Bertha I. Luce,
Crockett of Rockland.
violinist.
/

News has been received here of
the death of Mrs. Mary E. Foster in
Kansas City. Mo. Burial in Montville,
Me. Deceased is survived by two sons.
John S Foster of Kansas City and
Fred A. Foster of Biddeford.
Fales Circle. Ladies of the GAR.,
will install officers Wednesday at
7:30 at the home of Mrs. Susie Lamb,
Rankin street. Mrs. Bernice Jackson, department registrar, will offlcate. There will be refreshments in
a social hour.

Miriam Rebekah Lodge will unite
with Knox Lodge I.O.OF., tonight
to observe the birthday o' Thomas
Wildey, founder of Odd Fellowship
in the United States. Prior to the
observance, the Rebekahs will have
an afternoon card party and supper
a.. 6:15.

The Parent-Teachers' Association
will meet next Monday night at the
High Schcol auditorium, featuring
the postponed December program by
the elementary grades, and a light
ing demonstration by Miss Betty
Priest of Central Maine Power Com
pany.
.

Rockland Townsend Club No. 1 an
nounces with much pleasure thc ac
ceptance of its invitation to J.
Clarence Leckemtoy of Pittsfield to
speak at the meeting Thursday night
Jan. 16. Mr. Leckemby. who will be
a candidate for Congress in the
Second District in thc next primary
election, will use as his subject,
•'America At the Cross Roads". All
club members are requested to be
present at this meeting, and the
general public is Invited.

In the information received by
Senator' White of recess appoint
ments during thc months when Con
gress was not in session, the Presi
dent sending to the Senate for formal
confirmation recommendations for
promotion of Maine men in the
foreign service, appears the name of
David H. Buffum from unclassified
to Class B. in Leipzig. Germany. Mr.
Buffum is the son of Mr and Mrs.
H. A. Buffum of this city, and has
had an exceptionally successful
career in the consulor service. He has
been stationed previously in Danzig
and Genoa.
The W.C.T.U. assembles Friday a!
230 with Mrs. Edith Tweedie 96
Noith Main street. The prugiaro
rnbicct will be. "Enlar^u.g Cur
Herders". Miss Caroline Chase of
Augusta, assistant recording secre
tary of the State W.C.T.U.. who has
recently been appointed State pro
moter and treasurer for the Frances
Willard Centenary Educational Fund,
will be guest speaker. Miss Chase,
who is known and well-liked
throughout the State as director of
the department of Vacation Bible
Schools, is an able business woman
and possesses a charming personality.
She is also widely known in musical
circles, is an accomplished musician,
a teacher of piano and organ, presi
dent of the Cecilia Club of Augusta
and vice-president of the State Fed
eration of Music Club, and has held
other important offices. This meet
ing offers a special opportunity to
W.C.T.U. members to meet Miss
Chase and hear the promotion plans
at first hand.

1---------------W. R Ffcster Transfer Co. of Thom
Topsy Turvy Sale will be held as! on is now located at Myrtle St..
Telephone 123-R for
Thursday. Friday and Saturday nt .Rcckland.
prompt service,
3-5
Crockett's Baby Shop—adv.

lb 29c
lb 29c

STRICTLY FRESH HALIBUT,
FRESH NATIVE SCALLOPS,
FRESH OR
SMOKED

SHOULDERS,
Eggs.......................... doz 29c
Pure Lard................. lb 15c
DROMEDARY

Ginger Bread Mix, pkg 19c

lb 23c

2 lbs 25c
2 lbs 31c

MINCED HAM,
FRANKFORTS,

Mixing Bowl Free

Marmalade
16 oz jar 19c
Grandmothers Mince
Meat........................pkg 10c
Salt Mackerel.......... lb 09c

ORANGES Indian River med size doz 27c
GRAPEFRUIT,
6 for 25c
ROCKWOOD COCOA,
lb tin 08c

THE VERY FANCIEST

lb 21c

PORTERHOUSE SALT COD FISH MIDDLES,,
Over 200 balls to close out

j

The Arts and Crafts Society will
not meet this week.

... SAVINGS...

Stanley Walsh has resumed his
position at the Thorndike Hotel after
a week's vacation.

Now Going On

TIOGA YARNS

LOWER
PRICES

19c a ball
Usual price is 45c to 65c

Minerva Knitting Worsted
79c hank
Usual price, $1.30

SENTER CRANE COMPANY
received here of the

At the High School Mrs Ivy Hart

™dden death of Frank T. Pearsons,
formerly of this city, and sun of the
late Capt. Henry Pearsons.
His
{jcnlu? occurred Jan. 1 in Omaha,

is substituting this week for Miss
Dorothy Parker in the English department. Miss Parker held at her
home *n South Windham by the
death of her father. At the Junior
Neb . where he had been located for
High Miss Thelma Blackington is
a short time. Arrangements have substitutlhg for Mlss Ellen
been made for temporary interment son wh0 has tonsllitts, and for Mrs
there. Mr. Pearson had a summer Maude Comins at the McLain School
home in St. George.
I on Monday. Mrs. Eva Toner taught.

PUBLIC NOTICE
--A BIG TAX REDUCTION-All foods which carried a processing
tax, the tax on which was cancelled yester
day by ruling of the Supreme Court of the
United States, Will Be Lowered In Price
Immediately.
We say “hurrah” for the poor man, for
the working man and for the rich man who
believes in the old basic law of Supply and
Demand.
This rule has governed all prices up or
down in all past generations, which means
'.hat we are on the road to a safe and sane

basis and much lower costs on all foods af
fected by this tax.
You can Save This Tax Immediately at
Stover’s. Buy today, as we believe that the
big tax reductions on Sugar, Flour, Lard,
etc., will cause a big food buying movement

that will soon boost prices on these particu
lar commodities.
Owing to these lowered prices and tax
reductions, we cannot guarantee quota
tions except from day to day. For further
particulars regarding this heavy tax reduc
tion we advise both our wholesale and re
tail customers to phone our office immedi
ately. Buy Now and Save!

STOVER’S, Rockland, Tel. 1200

Mystery! Fun! Excitement! Ail
I ere promised at tomorrow's meeting
icf the Rcckland Lions Club. A
: “Lcecre' Delight" dinner will be
served. Members are asked ret to
buy their ticket at the desk.
‘

BROWN
LABEL

STEWING OYSTERS...... pint 23c

A Joint meeting of the Chambrr of
Commerce and local service clubs will
be held at the Congregational vestry
next Tuesday night, under the aus
pices of the Rotary Club. Mrs.
Vivian Hewett will cater. It will be
a highway safety meeting with a
speaker from Pertland.

ECONOMY SPECIAL
4 7-oz pkgs. Macaroni
Qfip
2 lOVi-oz tin» Tomato Soup “UV
Dried—Chock Full of Vitamins

MIXED FRUITS
Contains—
PEARS
Delicious For Sauce
APRICOTS
LB
PEACHES
PRUNES

James E. Connellan was guest
speaker at the meeting of the Winter
Street Men's Club ln Eath Thur:day
night, describing the work of the Na
tional Emergency Council ln attempt
ing to co-ordinate and promote. Mr.
Connellan is State ehrectcr of thc
Council, and raid that while the ad
min Stratton has not made a perfest
success cf Its struggle agair.rt depres
sion problems it had met with a rearor.ab'.e amount of success.

Mt'.cc care, operated without a
liters?, were the objective Saturday
of a drive made by State Patrolmen
I George I. Shaw and Ray Foley, a.ded
a: night by Jchn D. Chapman of th<*
local police fcrce. The Inquisition
was conducted in Rcokport. on the
Thcmx ion road and at the corner of
Park and Union streets. Nine arrests
were made and the respondents, in
Municipal Court, yesterday paid $1
ar.d cost-, each.

Motion pictures of forest fires,
game in the Main? woods, etc., to
gether with an Interesting lecture,
will be presented by Kenneth Fuller
Lee after the circle supper at the
Congregational church Wednesday
evening. Mr Lee is publicity director
of the Maine Forestry Service, and
although final confirmation has not'
been received at the time this goes
to press, it is confidently expected
that he will be present.

It has t;en decided to hold the ,
Jackson Day dinner at the Thcmdike |
Hotel. The committee is anticipating
a large gathering of Liilrsln and
Knox Cour. v Dcnr.cnats, over 75 hav
ing already signified their Intention
of being present. Speoial floor show j
features have been provided and the
’.atest in radio, donated by Hou eSherman Inc. for the presidential
broadcast. Ge;rgc Dyer cf Camden
will be toastmaster.
The tax comes off at Stover s.
q7our. sugar, lard, etc., etc., are much
lower. Buy today before the big
idvance. Supply and demand will
rule all prices from now out. Phone
or new prices. Act quick before
idvance. Cannot make firm prices
or few days on account of rapidly
'uctuating, wild markets. Buy to- :
ay.
Free deliveries. Tel. 1200
3-4
TOVER'S. Rockland.

SALADA TEA
Half pound pkg 29c

23c

'The Snap For Beautiful Women"

CAMAY SOAP,

5 cakes 23c

THIS SALE ONLY

OVALT1NE........................ lb tin 59c
PRESERVES, Rasp. Straw, lb jar 17c
SALT Diamond Crystal 10 lb bag 15c
Snider’s Cut Beets, 2 large tins 19c

MICHIGAN PEA BEANS
new stock
3 pounds 10c
AND WE’RE OFFERING
ALL THIS WEEK—

Rinso................ ............ 2 lge pkgs 37c
Lemon Pie Filling, Gcod Luck,
2 pkgs 19c
Kre-Mel Dessert ............. 3 pkgs 10c
Oakite........................................ pkg 10c
Little Jewel Brooms............. each 35c
Snider’s Ketchup,......... 14 oz bot 16c
Ramsdell’s Sardines........ 3 cans 12c

SNIDER’S—TOMATO OR VEGETABLE

10*/2 oz can 5c

SOUP,

or if you prefer

HEINZ SOUPS,

2 tins 25c

Except Clam Chowder and Consomme

Campbell T omato Soup 4 tins 27c
AND TO GO WITH YOUR SOUP

SODA CRACKERS, 2 lb box 19c
SWEET PICKLES,
qt jar 25c
Sweet Mixed Pickles, qt jar 25c .
Dill or Sour Pickles, 2 qt jars 31c
STOCK UP NOW AT THESE PRICES

DEL MONTE PINEAPPLE,

ECONOMY SPECIAL!
1 12-oz tin Davis Bak. Powdei
1 8-oz bot Imitation Vanilla
1-2 lb cake Rockwood Choc.
All for—
GENERAL FOODS SPECIAL
Jell-O, all flavors............. 3 pkgs 17c
Grapenuts, the energy food, pkg 16c
Baker’s Chocolate, two Vi-lb cks 26c

SLICED
CRUSHED

large 2’/z tin 19c

DO YOUR MARKETING AT OUR NEW PARK STREET MARKET
PHONE 1234 FOR FREE DELIVERY

PERRY’S MARKETS
EAGLE

i Bracey, son Glen, daughter Adria ! Letter writing will not be a bore
' anti Mr end Mrs. Erland Quinn and to you tf you take advantage of this
On
' -special effer of RYTEX RIO Staticnon account
account of
oi the
tne heavy
neavy wind,
wind, no
no family. family.
Mal1 was delivered or dispatched
Erland Quinn. Glen Bracey and cry at $1 00 a bex for 50 sheets and 50
Friday.
Edward Howard made atrip Wed- envelopes printed with your Name
Edgar Quinn severed the end of hisneE<Tay 1° Stonington.
and Address. This stationery comes
in two attractive pattern!—with a
left thumb Thursday while cutting
BORN
wood. He was attended by his
waving Palm Tree ln pastel shades or
granddaughter Mrs. Jane Quinn a °JanEY37tt Mr" and^Ira'^Vudolph'a'l?- an MUC
°n
SlM*tS'
granddaughter Mrs. James Quinn a
ley. a daughter, Janet Christine
Se samples at The Courier-Gazette
Stonington where Dr. Noyes treated
office.—adv.
MARRIED
the injured member.
rtLAISTHD-BENSOW—At Camden. Jan.

4. by Rev Weston P Holman Archie
Try a box of tree ripened, sun colThe Eagles made a surprise call
Plalsted and Miss Hilda E Benson. |
, ored Indian River Fruit, oranges,
New Year's Eve at the home of Mr.
both of Camden
HE WAS DEFEATED
and Mrs. Edward Howard. Cards ORIBBIN-KILBORN—A* Portland. Jan grapefruit, tangerines. $150 and up.
1. Dr Donald Orlhhl” former',-.- of i _ . , .
But Leroy A. Black Proves Himself a were played and refreshments served.
Rockiand and Miss Ruth Kubom cf I Perfect delivery guaranteed. Maine
Orow, Cocoa, Florida. N. L.
Very Good Loser
Mrs. Harriette Quinn had as din MOODY-DAVIS—At Rockland. Jan 4. | Citrus
...
.............
Rev Charles E Brooks. Karl R Moody' Wolf, prop.
153-155
ner guests Wednesday Capt. Frank
of
Warren
and
Mildred
H
Davis
of
I
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Union.
Through the medium of your
DIED
olumns I would like to thank all the
PEARSONS—At Omaha. Neb . Jan. 1.
citizens who supported me fcr city
Frank T Pearsons, formerly of Rock
land
uarshai. I sincerely appreciate your
KEENE- At Waldoboro. Jan 3. Therera
Torts, although I was defeated.
A (Stahl) widow of Capt William A
Keene, aged 85 years. Interment In
I believe the citizens should know
Oerman cemetery.
AND
hat Mayor Thurston fulfilled his
SUKETORTM—At Washington. Jan. 5
Ruth C. wife of Charles Sukeforth
promises to beth the Democratic and
aged 43 years, 10 months
Funeral
Republican parties to the letter by
Wednesday at 2 o'clock at Washing
ton
Village
M.
E.
Church
Interment
submitting to the aldermen all the
Established 1840
ln Maple Orove cemetery.
candidates regardless ot party, for
LIBBY—At South Warren. Jan 4. Kezlah
Licensed Embalmera and
widow of the late Ira Libby, aged 91
Attendants
every appointive position. Bv cuch
It is peculiarly important that
years. 9 months. 2 days
Funeral
Monday at 2 o'clock from the residence
John O. Stevens,
Alden Ulmer
action the Mayor has set a fine ex
a service such as it is our privi
Interment at the Counce Yard. South
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews
ample for others to follow, being
Warren
lege and duty to perform be like
YORK—At Rockland. Jan. 5, Lucius S
wholly impartial, honest and fearless
Day or Night Telephone
York, aged 65 years. 8 months, 15 days
the ministrations cf a trusted
he is certainly all and more than his
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock, from
450
residence
111
Pleasant
street
friend. Our aim is to be at all
friends claimed for him at the Re
MAYO—At Rockland. Jan. 7. Monlrn
Representatives in all large cities
times worthy of your trust.
publican caucus. The citizens ol
Iiske. widow of Oeorge K Msyo
In the United States and Canada
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock, from
Rockland should be proud of their I
22 Masonic street
•
,
AMBULANCE
mayor and rest assured that he is
IN MF.MORIAM
Service is instantly available.
working fcr their benefit and better
In loving remembrance of Clara
Experienced attendants on duty.
ment.
Cables Engelson who passed beyond

BURPEE’S
Funeral Service

Funeral Parlors

I congratulate Almon P. Richardson
on being chosen city marshal. I am
sure Mr. Richardson will perform hls
duties in a capable manner.
Juroy A Block

Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662

9 CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND
135tf

January 2. 1935
A mother whose spiritual qualities
unselfishness, loving helpfulness and
patient fortitude will live with us al
ways.
Husband and children, C. Martin
Engelson. Mr and Mrs. Harold Engelson.
Mr and Mm Willis Lufkin *hd children
and Oscar B, Rackllffe.
•

Day and Night Telephone
450
Ml MAIN 8T,

ROCKLAND, MB.

»-«

Every-OtKer-Daf
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Qi=SNAPSHOT GUIL
KNOW YOUR CAMERA

i
The amateur who took thia prize-winning picture had mastered his camera
manufacturers spend
thousands of dollars each year 1
in preparing and printing lnstruc- J
tlon books which are enclosed with
each camera. These booklets give
valuable information on the use and ;
care ot the camera but the average j
person looks only far enough into
the instructions to find out how to 1
insert the film and right there they
stop.
From the mechanical viewpoint
the box type camera gives us Just
about the acme of simplicity. It
usually has two “stops" for snap
shots and one for "time exposures."
However, the manual accompanying
It is worth a careful reading.
With certain types of folding
cameras, you have more to consider
if you are to expect good, clear,
sharp pictures and the manual
should be studied by all means.
You may have from three to nine
apertures to choose from and shut
ter speeds ranging from one-half
to 1/500 second, depending on the
type of camera. In addition to these
split second shutter speeds the cam
era is probably equipped for time
exposures.
Before loading your camera with
film consult the manual so that you
will understand jast what is happen
ing when you do certain things—
and why.
In a recent snapshot contest con
ducted by sixty-four leading news
papers scattered throughout the
c'AMERA

United States, the picture shown
above was awarded one of the
major p'rizes in the national awards.
The snapshooter who took the pic
ture was far from being old in ex
perience but it is quite evident that
he had made a study of his hobby
and knew what he was doing and
what could be expected of his
camera.
Study the composition ot your
pictures, that is, "compose” your
picture in your viewfinder before
clicking the shutter. Perhaps by
stepping forward a few feet you can
eliminate some incongruous object
—something that may really detract
from the point of Interest In the
picture. Try viewing a scene or sub
ject fropi different angles, then
choose tbe one you think the most
attractive.
Too many snapshooters, when
taking pictures of their friends,
have them stand as straight as a
ramrod and look directly at the
camera. That may be all right for a
record picture but the snap would
be much more interesting if people
in it were doing something.
If you will give just a little
serious thought to your snapshoot
ing and thoroughly know the limita
tions or versatility of your camera
you will be well rewarded with in
teresting, artistic or story-telling
pictures which you will be proud to
show your friends and which will
win their admiration.
JOHN VAN GUILDER

Society Women Wear Gowns
Designed By Fashion Students

The dance of Los Viejltos (old
men), Is [ierformed ln the towns of
the Michoacan province. It Is one !
of the eccentric old Indiau dances ,
and one of the native entertain- !
ments.
The dance Is executed by six Jolly
“old fellows" who liuip on the stage
seemingly suffering with the most
crippling forms of rheumatism.
The leader, who plays a small
guitar called a Jarana. begins with
a fairly simple step which the rest,
haltingly and painfully follow.
Then one of the others takes the
lead with a more Intricate routine.
The music changes with each
routine and both steps and music
take on a speed which only the
cleverest and llml>erest of youths can
follow—with humorous interludes
ln which they resume their old age.
Costumes are ns whimsical as the
dance Itself—genial looking masks
molded from Michoacan clay; tlowlng locks twisted from the white
fiber of the maguey; a huanengo
embroidered In red, worn over the
shoulders; wide-sleeved shirt and
extremely baggy trousers anchored
with a red sash; to top It all, a
broad-brimmed hat trimmed with
flowers or ribbons; and, of course,
a cane usually made with a gro
tesquely carved top. Costumes,
steps, and music were originated by
the Indians.

Valamo Monks Live, But
Will Have No Successors
One of the oldest of Russia's re
ligious orders is found on Valamo,
the island of Lake Ladoga, which
forms the channel boundary be
tween Russia and Finland. The
glitter of the white buildings of this
community Is in contrast with the
somber atmosphere one finds witnIn. The Valamo monks once con
stituted the world's wealthiest or
der; tbe coffin-shaped beds, the
dolorous chant of prayer and the
evidence of the ascetism that pre
vails have little In common with
earthly wealth, observes a writer
ln the New York Times.
The V.iumo order observes the
ritual ot the Russian Greek Ortho
dox church, and carries on amid
altars of gold and silver, rich tapes
tries and ancient carvings that one
associates with the old Kt^sia. But
like the old Russia. It must die.
for no novice ever will be permitted
to don the robe of its brotherhood.
The death of the last of the pres
ent membership will mean the
death of the order.

Weather-Wisdom
After being skeptical for many
years, science today frankly ac
knowledges the truth and accuracy
of several weather saws, treasured
for centuries by sailors and countryweather prophets. Among the por
tents which it admits may often be
as accurate as the meteorological
forecast are such signs as woolpack clouds disappearing before sun
set, a “low” sunset, red sky at
night, yellow sky at dawn, while
even the familiar saying “rain be
fore seven, fine before eleven,” is
very often reliable. The portents
of bad weather, for which there is
usually scientific confirmation, in
clude the appearance of “thread
like” clouds in the northwest, a
“high" or yellow sunget, and uuusually bright stars at night. Mete
orologists, however, refuse to be
lieve that the moon affords any
guidance to the coming day. They
say that If a bad day does follow a
lunar halo it ls simply a coinci
dence.—Tit-Bits Magazine.

Rights Stand Above Men
It would be a dangerous delusion
if our confidence in the men of our
choice should silence our fears for
the safety of our rights. Confidence
ls everywhere the parent of despot
ism. Free government Is founded
on jealousy, not on confidence. It
Is Jealousy and not confidence
which prescribes limited constitu
tions to bind down those whom we
are obliged to trust with power.
Our Constitution hag accordingly
fixed the limits to which, and no
further, our confidence will go. In
questions of power, then, let no
more be beard of confidence in man.
but bind him down from mischief
by the chains of the Constitution.—
Thomas Jefferson.

O longer is the young fashion

N student simply a novice with
a career many years ahead. This
year, three hundred young women,
students in the Traphagen School
of Fashion, in New York City, com
peted for prizes and for represen
tation at the Beaux Arts Ball—one
of the big social events of tbe win
ter season.
When the Beaux Arts Society
Costume Committee met to pass on
tbe girls’ colored drawings, it was
found that many parts of the Uni
ted States had been represented by
the prize and honorable mention
winners.
On Dec. 6th, when all society
met for this annual gala event,
nearly 200 of the Traphagen stu
dents were found to be represented
on tbe colorful ball room floor by
the Incredibly and fantastically
beautiful costumes worn by New
York fashion leaders. Tbe ball was
planned in tbe spirit ot a party
given by an Eastern Maharajah.
Costumes were of Indian, Persian
and Balinese inspiration; and the
girl students were credited with
exceptional originality and color
ful and artistic sophistication.
Many of their costumes, fashion
experts think, will have a subtle
Influence on the everyday clothes
women will be wearing soon.
Miss Betty Felton, of Goldsboro,
N. C., pictured above, was among
the first prize winners. Among the
other young women who reaped
this public acclaim—while they are
still students—were; Lois Butterworth. Douglaston, L. I.; Doris Eckhoff, Palisades Park, N. J.; Anna

Masks and Costumes Mark
Strange Michoacan Dance

Gehret, Shillington, Pa.; Marie
Hubn, Minneapolis, Minn.; June
Lang, Greenwich, Conn.; Doris
Lauterstein. Montclair, N. J.; Hel
en Messina, Haileyville, Okla.;
Amy Nakashima, of Japan and Salt
Lake City, Utah; Page Aleshire,
Charleston, W. Va.; Nadja Gajdowski, Norwalk, Conn.; Josephine Hildebrant, Allenhurst, N. J.; Mollie
LaMonte, Essex Falls, N. J.; Lelia
Ogston, New York City; Deborah
S. Pearson, Wyncote, Pa.; Isabelle
Gwynne Pugh, Durham, N. C.; Babette Rubel, Memphis, Tenn.; Ruth
Rosazza, Holyoke, Mass.; Barbara
Sanborn, Portland, Me.; Ruth Aileen Simpson, Mahwah, N. J.; Eliz
abeth Vroman, Maplewood, N. J.,
and Frances Yervasi, Pittsfield,
Mass.
Not only did the young students
have patronesses prominent ln so
ciety, but many of them attended
the ball themselves wearing repro
ductions of their own designs.

THE RIGHT SPOT
The one spot a person looks who wishes to hire a
room or a tenement is the “To Let” column of The
Courier-Gazette, Nuff sed. Phone 770.

Condor Multipliea Slowly
Due to its great size, the condor
multiplies very slowly even under
the best of conditions. Only one egg
is laid at a time, and when the
chick is hatched it stays tn the nest
for a year or more, being fed by
the parents. Only then are its wings
large enough to support Its first fal
tering flight. Observers declare that
the condor lays its single egg, ma
tures the chick, and seldom lays
again until two years have passed.
Mating Is for life and the destruc
tion of either parent means no more
chicks, or If both are billed while a
chick Is In the nest It will starve.

Tardy Recognition
Although the lloyal Theater of
Copenhagen was the first to pro
duce many of Ibsen's plays, tt did
not give the most famous plar
about
Denmark,
Shakespeare’s
“Hamlet,” until 300 years after it
was written. Kronborg castle, where
Hamlet saw his father's ghost, is
one of Denmark's chief sights.
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Right Out Of The Air
By R F SERVICE
The nomination of radio's "homi- ' along radio row that the script will
est" couple goes to Fred Allen and soon call for a definite decision by
his talented and pretty wife, Port- Helen Claire, who plays Betty Graland Holla. Inct- ham. which of her two microphone
.
vfr dentally, that Is suitors she will accept.
really Mrs. Allen o
maiden name. Her
••• Ozzie Nelson is wearing a much
father, a Dr. broader smile these days. His bride.
1
Hoffa. named his ' lovely Harriet Hilliard, singing star
daughters after of his programs
the cities in which with Bob Ripley,
they were bom is back ln town.
and the lanky, Right after the
drawling comedi marriage this (all,
an's heckler first Harriet was given
saw light in the her biggest movie
Oregon metropo chance and has
Portland Hoffa lis. Go through been busy in Hol
the lists of those lywood making the
who attend first nights of Broadway picture with Fred
shows, and big society affairs and Astaire and Gin
you'll never come across the names ger Rogers. Now
of the Fred Allens. She says sh> with the filming
doesn't own a single evening dress over for a while. Harriet Hilliard
and has no intention of buying one Harriet is glad to
because they never go anywhere be back with her handsome husband
They live modestly in a two-room and ditto for Ozzie.
apartment.
I ••• Mrs. Elaine Sterne Carrington,
••• Seen at the studios; Major one 0{ America's greatest novelists.
Bowes arm-ln-arming it with two ol jS now also a radio script writer She
his amateur
one-man bands'
. ................“--------------------------is doing the tlirillingly romantic
Carlton Morse chatting with Anton' series ' Forever Young," which is now
Smythe. who plays Father Barbour. being heard over the NBC red net
in his "One Man's Family---- Bob work.
Burns driving up to the studios in bis
••• The happiest man In radio la
rattletrap car with Bing Crosby in
James Melton, famous tenor who la
the rumble seat.
heard Friday nights over NBC. The
••• Newest comedy team on the air- reason is that when he went to
lanes ls composed of Deems Taylor Ocala. Fla., for the holidays, his en
and June Walker. The versatile tire family got together for the first
Taylor ls one of time in ten years.
radio's subtler hu
morists, paired off
••• Rapidly becoming one of the
with June, he's most beloved characters in radio is
bringing many "Luke Ferguson,"
chuckles to the played by tbe
armchairs. For versatile Cliff Ar
many years Miss quette in Edgar A.
Walker has been Guest's Tuesday
acknowledged a s night program
one of Broadway's •‘Welcome Valley."
finest light com There Is no one in
edy stars, but she radio who plays a
has never given dry-voiced philos
Deems Tay lor
much attention to opher with the
radio prior to her ease that Arquette
current series on Sigmund Romberg's does. His first ra
Tuesday evening stanzas.
dio work had Him
playing "Aunt Cliff Arquette
••• Sylvia Sydney spent thirty Hetty." famous
hours in "script reading" rehearsal comedy character on the Pacific
for her recent Radio Theatre pro Coast.
gram before she went to her first
studio rehearsal. Movie stars who
•••Margaret Santry. who inter
have not time to return to Broadway views famous names in the “Tea At
for occasional stage plays make good The Ritz" program Mondays. Wed
use ol their opportunities to do Radio nesdays and Fridays over CBS. Is not
Theatre programs and rehearse con- limiting herself to social register
scienciously for the Monday evening names, but ls now quizzing all famous
CBS hours.
women.

S

••• Roses and Drums fans are
••• The Revelers, radio's most fa
listening more closely to their popular mous male quartet, are now singing
Sunday afternoon radio adventures comedy songs as well as serious ones
than ever before. There ls a rumor - -a noted departure for this quartet.

UNUSUAL FACTS REVEALED
-by “Movie Spotlight”

Knocked marly
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The rabid dog is not generally
convulsed. Rabies, unlike running
fits, does not come on suddenly, but
gradually develops over a period of
a week or ten days of abnormal
actions which finally evolve into
either the furious or dumb form
of the disease, advises a writer in
the Los Angeles Times.
Rubies sets in with a variety of
peculiar manifestations, in brief,
those expressive of anxiety mingled
with fear. The dog appears ln a
troubled state of inlnd and usually
appenls for sympathy. 'He Is prone
to become more affectionate and to
excessively lap the hands of his
attendants. He wants more petting
to appease his distress. Restlessness
ls a marked early symptom as Is
also the fact that he ls easily star
tled. He continually paces about,
except for an occasional pause. Re
fusing food, he shows a marked de
praved appetite for Inedible sub
stances such as sticks and stones,
or he may cl.ew his bedding.
It Is often noted that a rabid dog
will continually lap woodwork about
the house, such as floors and fur
niture. Thirst Is decidedly Increased,
but the dog docs not swallow very
much of the water. This is becaue
he cannot swallow as his throat Is
becoming paralyzed, a condition
which will shortly be followed by
puralysls of the Jaw, causing It to
drop and tbe mouth to remain open.

Behind the scenes of the filming of “Broadway Hostess." the First Na
tional picture coming to the Park Theatre on Wednesday and Thursday.!
Lyricist Mort Dixon works on a new song with the two singing stars, Wini Governor’* Porto Rico
Shaw and Phil Regan (at the piano*.—adv.
Palace Next to Oldest

Jvan Perry

READ THE ADS

Rabies, Unlike Running
Fits, Not Sudden Attack

I-a Forteleza, the Governor's Pal
ace, Is next to the oldest house in
Porto- Rico. Its huge towers and
connecting galleries were completed
before 1540. It* treasure vaults ex
tend below the sea and here were
stored, until they could be snipped
to Spain, the cargoes of gold and
silver gathered from Mexico and
South America in the early days
of Spanish occupation.
Historic frescoes, fine mirrors and
rare stained glass adorn the Gov
ernor's Palace; doors, screens and
other parts of native wood are rich
with tbe patina of age. The large
room extending across tbe entire
front of tbe palace was known as
the “throne room" under Spanish
rule, because here were held au
diences with the governor general,
the direct representative of tbe
Spanish throne.
Beyond the Governor’s Palace
looms the great cathedral, the
burial place of Ponce de I<eon.
founder of San Juan. Near by is
Casa Blanco, built by his children,
and said to be the oldest continu
ously Inhabited bouse ln North
America.—New York Times.

The screen's most fascinating lover plays the most fascinating character
in fiction! Ronald Colman is the dashing hero of “The Man Who Broke the
Bank At Monte Carlo,” a 20th Centure picture which features Joan
Bennett.—adv.
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Quotation Not in Bible
“God helps those who help them
selves." This quotation does not ap
pear in the Bible. It is an old prov
erb that was first expressed in
those words by Algernon Sidney in
the Seventeenth centnr.v in “Dis
courses Concerning Government.”
It Is also found in Benjamin Frank
lin's “Poor Richard's Almanack far
1733," as “God helps him who helps
himself,” and ls later found in the
same almanac for 1757, as “God
helps them that help themselves.”
In George Herbert's collection of
proverbs entitled Jacula Prurentum,
It ls found as "Help thyself, and
God will help thee.” A similar idea
was expressed by Cervantes in “Don
Quixote,” and by LaFontaine in his
fables. Even some of the ancient
Greek writer* of the Fifth century
before the Christian era, hinted at
the proverb In “I’ersae" Aeschylus
wrote; “To the man who himself
strives earnestly, God also lends a
helping hand.”

3

2

49
HORIZONTAL
1-Justified
a-Exlsted
9-Before
10-N*tional Education
Association (abbr.)
12- Girl't name
13- A container
14- Web-like membrane
16-Quiet
17- Made of reeds
18- A card game
20-Winged
24-Bundle of twigs
27- Half a score
28-Turkish official
29- Wild (Scot.)
30- One who despises
32-Equala
34-An ocean (abbr.)
36-Make a deduction
from
39-Withdraw

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
42- Looks
43- A letter
45-Greek god of war
46- The sheltered tide
47- One (Scot.)
48- Nothing
49- lnterpret

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-Accosts
19-Musical drama
21- Crassy meadow
22- An insect
23- Ever (contr.)
24- Raw metal
25- Angrr
26- Even (contr.)
VERTICAL
31-Rubber
1- An insect
33- Not occupied
2- Classify
34- A nut
3- Resist authority
35- Angler't willow
4- A constellation
basket
5- Native of Africa
37-A
fish
6- Penetrates
33-A vegetable
7- Act
40- Large lake
8- Very small
41- Eastern State of
11- A beverage
United States
12-That which exer
(abbr.)
cises the breath, as
44-A naval title (abbr.)
a run (pi.)

Among the rulers' palaces with
distinctive names are Included the
MONHEGAN
Vatican, or residence of the pope;
the Qulrlnal or residence of the I
School is closed for an additional
king of Italy; the Escorial of the
former ruler of Spain; the Elysee, week owing to the prevalance of
residence of the President of | severe colds among the pupils.
France; the Kremlin of the former 1 Miss Nathlie Ome has resumed her
rulers of Russia; the Marble palace
of Potsdam of the former German studies at Rockland High School
rulers; St. James', official resi after a vacation passed with her
dence of the British ruler. Titles parents, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Ome.
of the world's rulers Include PresMr and Mrs. Banes Stanley were
dents, kings, queens, princes, emper recently called to Bath by the death
ors, sultans, shahs, czars, mahara
of Mrs. Stanley's brother who suc
jas, regents, dictators (including
Fuhrer), grand duchess, emir, bey. cumbed to pneumonia.
-Miss June Brackett, student at Oak
Grove Seminary, has been visiting
American Hawks as Hunters
Mrs. Elva Nicholson during the school
According to the falconers the
recess.
American hawks provide birds
Walter Simmons returned last
which are as suitable for bunting
as any to be found ln Europe. Tuesday to the Trailing Yew. having
They are divided Into two classes. passed the holidays with his son,
Those In the first class are the true Harold Simmons in Boothbay Harbor
falcons, high-flying, long-winged and was there Joined by Mrs. Sim
birds which are considered the mons of Thomaston.
aristocrats among birds of prey.
Capt. Earl Fields made a trip with
They Include the prairie falcon, the
pigeon hawk or merlin and the lobsters last Tuesday to Boothbay
American duck or noble peregrine Harbor. This sea food is now selling
falcon. The latter nests In the at 25 cents a pound.
highlands of the Hudson, where It
Sidney Davis of Port Clyde Is
builds Its nest on the face of al spending a few weeks with his sister.
most inaccessible cliffs.
Miss Helen Davis at' the_ Trailing
Yew.
Maurice Davis returned Saturday
One of Fastest Tides
One of the fastest tides in the to his studies atSouth Portland High
world ebbs an (I flows off Mount School, following a holiday visit with
Saint Michel, France.
After re his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
ceding almost eight miles nnd expos Davis.
ing 100 square miles of ocean floor,
A fine Christmas concert and two
writes S. D. Miller, II, Indianapolis,
Ind., ln Collier’s Weekly, It comes heavily-laden trees marked thc holi
rushing hack at a speed faster tiian day eve at the church, under the
direction of Mrs. Walter Davis and
a horse can gallop.
Mrs. Henry M. Stanley. The chil
dren entertained with recitations and
songs, after which they were greeted
MATINICUS
by Mr. and Mrs. Santa) Claus. Pres
Local pig growers are bowing low ents were distrubuted to all and each
to Marian Young today for having child received a package from the
killed the two champion pigs, the Sea Coast Mission.
Mr. and Mrs. James McAlpin Pyle
weights of which were 390 and 440
were ln Savannah, Oa., at Christmas,
pounds. These were spring pigs.

(Solution to previous puzzle)
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enroute to Florida for the remain
der of the winter.
N. A. Hanna remains very ill at
the home of his daughter. Mrs. Ernest
Brackett.
Miss Leila Richards will have
charge of the library during the
winter, ln the absence of the librarian
Pearl Davis, who will pass the com
ing months with her son in South
Portland.
Lorlmer Brackett of the Arthur
Murray Dancing School in New York,
recently visited a few days at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Brackett.
Chris Nicholson made a trip to
Port Clyde recently, with Mr. and
Mrs. Banes Stanley.
Cards have been received from
Capt. and Mrs. Frank C. Pierce who
arc in St. Petersburg, Fla. Later
they will go to California.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dyer have
returned to Portland, their winter
home, after a holiday visit with Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Davis.
Capt. Courtland Brackett delivered
lobster last Tuesday in Bremen.
The ice pond is in fine condition
and the skaters are richly enjoying
the sport.
Cecil Day of Thomaston recently
spent a lew days at the Trailing Yew.
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Every-OtHer-Day
Crucible Steel Process
Was the First Invented
Steel Is nothing more than refined
Iron. There are countless varietiesv
of steel, produced by many differ
ent processes, the method of pro
duction depending entirely upon the
purpose for which the metal ls to
be used, observes r writer In the
Chicago Tribune. Steel differs from
wrought Iron In that It Is virtually
free from slag, and from pig Iron,
because It contains less than 2.2
per cent, and usually less than 1.5
per cent, carbon.
By far the greater part of the
crude steel produced In the United
States ls made by the basic open
hearth process. A smaller amount
la made by the Bessemer process,
a process Invented by Henry Besse
mer ln 1856. Still smaller pro
portions are produced by the socalled acid open hearth process,
the electric process, and the cru
cible process.
Of the various processes the last
named was the first Invented, steel
of earlier ages having been pro
duced by still more primitive meth
ods. It was in 1740 that a watchi maker named Huntsman, of Shef
field, England, hit upon the Idea of
making steel by melting Iron In a
crucible, or pot Because this proc
ess was costly and resulted In a
' very limited output of steel, Bes
semer turned his attention to the
Ides of Improving metul for use In
'cannon. His theory, which was put
Into practice, consisted of using ox
ygen for refining the nS-tal by foreIng a blast of air on or through
i pig Iron. On trial the method not
only purified the Iron, but Instead
ot blowing cold and freezing, the
metal became hot enough to remnln
-molten even when all the carbon
was gone and hitherto Infusible pure
:tron remained. It took years of ex
perimentation after 1856 before the
'Bessemer process was a commercial
success.

Japan Serves Full Meal
Before Tea Is Offered
In Its early days the teabush was
called cha and ln early English
I writings Is referred to variously
as cha, tcha and chaw and
' later Is called tay and tee. Oddly
enough, states a writer In Path
finder Magazine, the tea shrub bei longs to the plant family known as
theaceae. From the name cha Is
also derived chanoyu, the Japanese
' word for a time honored Institu
tion, the tea ceremony, rooted In
! the principles of the Buddhist sect.
Zen, and founded on admiration of
the beautlfifl ln daly life such as
cooking, etc. This ceremony takes
place ln the chasekl (tea-room),
which Is usually about nine feet
square or smaller, to suggest gen
teel poverty to the guest although
1 no expense ls spared In the In
terior. Each guest crawls Into the
'room through a small door about
three feet square and finds an al
cove filled with expensive orna
ments nd a fireplace for steeping tea
sunk Into the floor.
, Acording to the rules of best
i Japanese etiquette a full meal Is
served before the pouring and drlnk! Ing of the tea. This custom was
■ founded under the Shogun Toshlmasa about the middle of the Flf1 teenth century and still flourishes
among those who remain faithful
t to and cherish the old spirit of
Japan.
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WARREN
Supper will be served Thursday bv
this'committee of the Congregational
Ladies' Circle; Mrs. Evelyn Robin
son; Mrs. Laura Starrett. Mrs. Flora
Peabody; Mrs. Carrie Wyllie, and
Miss Alice Walter.
Miss SteUrf Comery. formerly of
Rockland, is making her home with
her sister Mrs. Charles Foster.
Mansfield .Robinson is ill with 1
grippe.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Copeland
are spending a few weeks in Thomas
ton.
Mrs. Howard Kenniston entertain
ed at a beano party Thursday eve
ning in honor of the birthday an
niversary of MLss Martha Anderson. I
First prize was won by Miss Annette .
Haskell and consolation by Mrs. j
Robert Connell. Miss Anderson re
ceived several nice gifts. Refresh
ments were served.
Mrs. Bert Ordway is home from the
private hospital in which she was a
recent surgical patient, and is gain
ing daily.
Mr and Mrs. K. F. Wight are in
Washington. D. C. with their daugh
ter Mrs. W. J. Watson.
Mrs. Gertrude Starrett who cared
for the late Mrs Nancy Spear, has
returned to Warren village.
Mary Ludwig of Rockland who
spent several days with her aunt.
. Mrs Howard Kennirton, returned
home Thursday upon the arrival of
i her mother, Mrs. Harold Drewett.
who had been in Boston.
Warren Lodge I.O.O.F., held a
special meeting Saturday night at
which the first and second degrees
were worked upon one candidate.
Theodore Davis, Asylum Lodge of
Augusta worked the former degree
and the local Lodge the latter. Luke
Davis of Rockland, chiel patriarch
j of the Orand Encampment, of Maine.
Will Miller of Augusta, grand repre
sentative of the Orand Encampment.
O. H Lovejoy of Rockland, grand
marshall of the grand encampment
and District Deputies. Milton Rollins |
of Rockland and Clarence Benner
were present.
Delegations from
Rockland. Augusta, Union and
Waldoboro attended. Supper was
, served at 6:30.
Officers elected at the stated meet
ing
Friday
evening
of
Ivy
Chapter
O£S
were:
Worthy
matron,
Mrs.
Constance
Mac
Phail; worthy patron. Albert MacPhail; associate matron. Mrs. Bernys
Jameson; associate patron, J. O.
Jameson; secretary Mrs. Laura Star
rett; treasurer. Miss Tena McCallum;
conductress. Mrs. Alzada Simmons;
associate conductress. -Mrs. Avis Nor
wood: finance committee. Mr. and
Mrs. MacPhail and Mrs. Jessie
Walker. DDGM. Carrie Smith will
install thc officers, Jan. 31. Each
member ls privileged to Invite one
guest. A Christmas tree was enjoyed
following the meeting.
Schools were open for on$ session
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Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
TOBACCOS -Turkish
and Domestic — than any
other popular brand.

! way home the car skidded on the Ice
Memorial hall which was dcecratcd were: Master. Lloyd Crockett; overEAST UNION
VINALHAVEN
-------with Knight Templar emblem, large seer, Lawrence Grant; lecturer. Myrand overturned. Mr. Hamalainen rcMrs. Shirlie Bogle has returned
During the past several weeks ceived injuries and one of ArnoldLadies of the G A R. met Friday ( black and
white Maltese eras es on tie Orecnlaw; steward, Ronald Gillis
prayer meetings have been held at Salmainen's legs was strained severely' evening. F:r the supper, hcusckecp- ^he sjde balconies, an electrically assistant steward. Milton Beverage; home after a visit with her mother,
the homes, that of last week being and required physicians services.' ers were: Lora Hardison. Eda Brad- jishted red cross on thecenter bal- chaplain. Mrs. Meribah Crockett; Mre.Jatua &ule inJUndoIph
Mrs Arlene Brown was guest of
with Mrs. J F. Heal. A stereopticon Donald Hamalainen received only a street. Lto.a Smith and Villa Calder- cony and festoons from the center , treasurer. Frank Waterman; secrefur’
tary,
Vernon
Beverage;
gatekeeper
her
mother Mrs. H. L. Grinnell rewood.
Orchestra
few
scratches
and
bruises.
Simon
lecture at the church auditorium will
ceiling.
Staffy’s
Kenneth Mill': Ceres. Mrs Annie cently.
Hamer Ora,- was a Rcckland vhitor nished music.
be given tomorrow night and it ts Hamalainen and Henry Salmainen
Waterman; Pomona. Mrs Julia BevMarion Miller who was a patient at
hoped there will b? a large attendance have returned to their homes here and Saturday.
'erage; Ficra, Mrs. Florence Brown; Knox Hospital for several weeks, has
as the subject matter promises to be are able to be about.
Avis Mae Johnsen whe has been
NORTH HAVEN
lady assistant. Lucy Ames.
returned home much unproved In
Misses Dorothy Nutt and Bernice j guest of Mr and Mrs w Y. Fossett
instructive and educational.
After
the
installation
an
entertainhealth.
Ccmpared with winters the part'
Friday only because of the heavy
The Junior Society held its service Nutt have returned to their schools during the holidays, returned 8a:urment was carried out with music.
Mias Dorothy Morton has resumed
the former to U. of M. and the latter I gay to Boston.
two years, this season has been more
rain and the Icy traveling.
Sunday preceding the regular month
her
studies in Portland after a hoilreadings
and
pantomime
Remarks
At Unfon
B(We n<ht wiu like spring and late fall.
The no-school signal this year will ly evening service. A program fea to Gorham Normal School.
day vacation at home.
were
offered
by
members
of
thc
local
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Ox ten and '
Wednesday Those hav With a foot of clear ice on Fre-h
be one long telephone ring at 7:15 tured the New Year spirit. A r.ew
W. E Dcrnan and grandson John
Mrs Thurston Spear attended the J
of
Emer Hopkrns with a crew of
Vinalhaven Oranges Scallop
a. m. If in doubt parents may ring bass of credit? has been formed
Dorna.n
made a trip recently to Mil
stew
was
served.
There
were
75
pres

welcoiw.
or
begun the win
werP 75
the operator instead of calling the whereby all participate with points supper New Years Eve at the Mason; {o
ton, N. 1^.. wheje t^iey visited Mr. and
ent. including 14 from Vinalhaven.
hall in Rockport
i
I
teachers or the superintendent. for daily Bible readings, taking part
urc
i
**, onH vtrt
Mr and Mrs. F. H. Horr and son : -er s harvest.
Mis. David Baiicy whose daughter
h°lldayS “
I
Katydid Sings Death Song
' Should storms be severe when school , On the program without aid as well as I A fl»« w^e ™rndhw the win 1 Winfield hftvf n«ved lnto the
Pnstilla had been ill but is now con
remaindM respective homes. Oerald Beverage.
N.»w is the time to order stj icnery valescing. ’
The katydid's soDg ls a tremen- J is in session, classes will close at 1 j attendance at their own weekly meet- L. A. Gray who are spending the winter in Rockland were at their homes ,
dous rhapsody of life and death, o'clock.
I Of the winter
Jasper Beverage and Donald With- for every member cf the family,
ings. These total 100 per cent for
Mrs. C J. Grasrow of Hope parsed
erspocn returned yesterday to the
For be hag only a short time to j Lists of new books .........
in the. ............
State each week. Add.tional points are here for th? holiday.
while the price is so low. The Cou New Years week with her daughter
Mrs. Viola Spear will entertain the
Robert Littlefield returned Satur- v
M
|lleve and he calls mightily for a Library will appear from time to given for notebook work and mlssionTuesday Club this week.
I day to Hartford. Conn having spent
>t
mate, a voiceless female to per- |
rier-Gazette has on sale RYTEX Mrs Roland Payson.
Mrs Chloe Mills of South Hope was
' petuate his species. When the I time on the bulletin at the Mathews ary readings, with awards at the end I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Thorndike and | the holiday recess with his parents ma_
of
shortb-ead from ^^CKLE EDGE VELLUM printed
I notes trail off, It meaos that katy- j Memorial Library. To secure books ' of three months for all who attain a son Ralph visited relatives Saturday , Mr. and Mrs. Scott LXtlefleld.
< Killsylhe Scotland, also a card with 1 stationery-100 sheets and 100 enve- a culler the holiday on friends at this
' did Is dying and the ground ts soon it is necessary only to pay postage prescribed score.
place.
Mrs. Jennie Smith returned Satur-1
'
. .
!
tn Augusta.
I littered with wlDgs and dismem charges to and from the State
a SDrav of heather.
lepes—with your Name and Address
Mr. and Mrs Philip Pressey of Gar
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Young and son
day
to
Rockland
A box social was held Thursday eve
bered bodies. But eggs are left. Library.
Mr and Mrs Charles H Beverage or jjonogram at $1 00 a box. Order diner spent the weekend with Mrs.
Miss Feme Whitney, who has been
' Out of them larvae are hatched— . Dr. C. O. Dalrymple who joined his Stanley of Orono were callers New ning at thc Grange hall.
celebrated their 53d wedding anni- Now—On sale during January only! Shirlie Bogle.
guest of Avis and Lois Webster re
i slugs that drop to the ground, bur- family here for the holidays, return Years Day at J. F and R. J. Heal's
vemry Saturday, and received con
Mr. Young who has recently been re
, row down to nourishing rootlets and
turned Saturday to Rockport.
gratulations from manv friends. Mr J
Fine Granulated Sugar. 10 pounds
build underground cells. For 17 ed Wednesday to Worcester. Mass, tired from the N E. Tel. & Tel. Co..
While motoring on Indian Hill Fri
and
Mrs Beverage ar? natives of this
to
resume
teaching
at
State
Teachers'
FLORIDA
is
recovering
from
a
long
period
of
11151c>
tus
V
3
®
’
100
lbs
'
35
“
3
years (13 In the South) the katydid
day morning Dr. Shield's automobile ;
2-4 skidded cn the wat road and over- j town and have always lived here
will live there In his liny cell, llv- t College.
ness which included many weeks in Blows. Rockland.-adv
Ruth Stone returned Thursday to
Ing on the sap that flows In the , D. W. Montgomery of Cushing is
the Eastern Maine General Hospital
turned The doctor escaoed with a 1
rootlet, and then, properly winged, critically ill at the home of his ,
Camden.
at Bangor.
few scratches but considerable dam- j
will crawl out to vault Into the ; daughter Mrs. Clarence Tolman.
The 4-H Club reports a fine meet
i age was done to the oar
■un and sing again his song of love.
Word was recently received by rela-I
ing Thur'day night ait the home of
The date pf the Mission Circle
Convenient to all points of Interest—Modern In every way.
Mrs Harry Coombs and mother!
tives here that Simon Hamalainen and ■
An rnjoyable view from our sparious ground-floor porches,
Mrs Ches'er Dyer. State leaders exmeeting has been changed to Thurs Henry Salmainen have been in a I
Mrs. Joseph Hutchinson visited Satwhich surround the hotel. Man; rooms with private balronieo.
j poet to visit the group soon.
day. afternoon, the evening week of ,
Tb* Great Stone Face
hcspital at Berlin, N. H., the former j Wilbaut CsIwkI—And Yen'll lamp Out nf Bed ■■ ' urday tn Rockland
Mr. and Mrs Joel Wooster and
The Great Stone Face is the name prayer service to be that date at the
June to
Alfred Brown and Mrs Eliza Saw- 1
Ike Motninj Ririe’ le Ge
that was given by Nathaniel Haw Baptist Church. The ladies will do tn a serious condition. They had gone j
daughter were Vinalhaven visitors
The liver ehould pour out two pound* nf
October
Booklet
yer.
were
united
in
marriage
Thurs[
to
work
at
a
lumber
camp
in
that
liquid bile into your bowel* daily. If thi« bile
thorne In one of his short* stories, , White Cross work Thursday after
recently.
on
is
not
flowing
freely,
your
food
doesn't
digeet.
day
evening
by
Rev.
N
F.
Atwood,
to the natural feature known also ' noon. Picnic supper will be served vicinity. Mrs. Martin Hamalainen, It ju*t decay* in thc bowel*. Ga* bloat* up
Margaret Olllis has employment ln
Hotel
Application
pastor of Union Church. The wed- I
aa the Profile or Old Man of the
Sr., son Donald and Arnold Sal your itomach. You get constipated. Your
Maaeljran
Camden.
whole *y»tetn ia poiaoned and you feel eour.
Mountain. It Is on the upper ledges under the direction of Mrs. Blanche mainen started immediately for New Bunk
ding took place at the home of the |
and the world looks punk.
Stamfora
Porre t Beverage who is attending
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
of Cannon mountain, ln the Fran Moore and members then attend the Hampshire and on arriving there
DeL Co.
groom, attendants being Mr. and Mrs
Corner
Second
Street
11.
II.
Mase
bowel
movement
doesn't
grt
at
the
cause
It
the
Coyne
Schcol
in
Chicago
Ls
lo'
conia range of New Hampshire, somo service.
N. X.
those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Allston Roberts. After the ceremony,
found Mr. Salmainen suffering from takes
Manager
and First Avrane
cated at 500 South Pauline street and
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
1,200 feet above the surface of
The annual Congregational church
a wedding lunch was served.
freely and make you feel "up and up". Harm
Profile lake. It was discovered meeting was held Saturday after a severe earache and Mr. Hamalainen
would be pleased to hear from friends.
less. gentle, yet amazing in making bile flow
Moderate Rates
freely. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills by
' In 1805 by two workmen, who noon with Rev. H. I. Holt, the pastor from pneumonia but was past the
Lucille Olllis ls making good recov
Dining
Room
Service Unsurpoased
name
Stubbornly
refuse
anything
tlae.
tbe.
Commandery Installation
thought the face looked like that presiding. Officers were re-elected: I CJ‘sis As the relatives were on the
ery from effects of a dislocated
of Thomas Jefferson who was then
Installation cf DeValois Command- shoulder recently sustained.
President. The profile Is composed Clerk. Mrs Abbie Newbert; treasur
ery. Knights Temolar. was held Fri
TOWN
OF
UNION
Notwithstanding the rtorm 67 at
er.
Mrs
Katie
8tarrett;
superintend

of three separate masses of rock,
day in Me-onic hall. Eminent 8ir E tended Church School. Sunday and
STATE OF MAINE
one forming the forehead, another : ent Sunday School. Herbert K.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated ln the Town of Union. Me. In the County
H. Bradstrcet was installing officer, several the church service. At night,
the nose and upper lip, another the Thomas; standing committee. Mrs. of Knox,
for the year 1935.
.
...
assisted by Eminent Sir O. C. Lane, with the a sifl’ance of the choir and j
chin; Its length from forehead to John Munsey. Mrs. W. H. Robinson; !
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners ln hf
of Union aforesaid, for the vear 1935. committed to me for collection
cbln Is about 80 feet.—Detroit News. and Mrs. George Walker; deacon. Town
grand marshal and Eminent Sir young people, an interesting candle
for said Town on the 15th dav of May 1935 remain unpaid; and notice Is here
by given that If said taxes with Interest and charges are not previously paid so
George
Straohan, grand prelate.
light service was carried cut. There
John
C.
Munsey.
Supper
was
served
,
much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor,
The officers are here listed: Emi were 12 in the processional with light
urlder
the
direction
of Mrs. Alice i Including Interest and charges, will be so!d
["rt?’nerp^Juarv
Food Calorioa
auction at Town Hall In said Town, on the first Monday In February. 1936 at
nent commander. E. A Smalley; ed candles. Brief addresses were
_______________________________________________________
A fond calorie ls equivalent to Mathews and Mrs. Jessie Walker, as- „|M o'clock A. M.
generalissimo. O. A Lawrv; captain given by: Alton Calderwood. Arthur
tbe amount of beat which would slsted by other members of the Name of Owner
Amount of Tax Due
Description of Property
RATES
general. L. B Dyer; senior warden. Lawrence who spoke for the Boy
raise the temperuture of about four Ladies' Circle. The annual parish
$6 10
J.oqle '2 a
E. H. Bradstreet; Junior warden. O. Scouts; Herman Crockett, for the
pounds of water one degree Fahren meeting was held at 7:30, with the BURNS OSCAR HEIRS OF—Lind near Law's corner; value JI00
to Your hotel in BOSTON
CLAY OEO. B—Russell Island and cottage. Crawford's pond; value
heit An average-sized, health; president Herbert K. Thomas in the ,
18 30
Ooteb'a ’)»-«• 4 U
V. Drew; prelate. O C Lane; treas- primdiy Bible Claw; Frank Beverage J
1300 ............................................... -.............................................................
man, sitting comfortably In a chair, chair.
E C—Fomerly M R Miller farm; value »20OO ....................
urer. George Strachan; recorder, C. on “Re>x>!utioins for the New Year;"
All A00MI WITH »AT«
Officers elected included: 1 DAVISFormerly
Marv O Thomas place; value |6M .................................
will spend about 100 calories of en
500 Rooms
211 60
L. Boman; standard bearer, W. H and Oerald Beverage "Be Prepaid "
Sh«'«I w«<ltly r«t«6
Formerly Mattle Llnnell place; value 11000 ..............................
President.
Herbert
K
Thomas;
clerk,
ergy per hour. This amount of
OUSHEE.
R
A.
EST
—
One-third
Tannery
lot
located
at
Union
comIngerson;
sword
bearer.
J.
E.
Snow;
The singing was especially spirited
6 io
energy, suys nn nuthorlty. Is ob Miss Beulah Starrett; treasurer. Mrs. I
mon; value Sloo .................................................. -......................—..... 9 is | warder. A. A. Peterson; guards, F. L. and fine The pastor was In charge,
RADIO
tainable from the oxidation of about Carrie Smith; first trustee. Forrest Hastings erwin. helrs of Formerly l Bogg's farm, value »15O
6 10
Roberts, Leroy Ames. C. C. Wehster; reading the Scripture and offering
SERVIDOR
an ounce of starch, or a little less Spear. iRev. H. I. Holt was re-elected LEIGHTON ELLA. HEIRS OF-Formerly Wilkes Maddocks; value $100
3 05
.than half an ounce of fat
sentinel. E M. Hall.
TUB ’••SHOWER
pastor. Good reports from all the MCDONALD. BOARDMAN—Formerly O. P Jameson wood lot; val. $50
prayer.
30 50
NUPPULA. KUSTI OR OWNI3L Land and buildings; value $500 .........
•
•
•
•
The
ceremonies
were
carried
out
in
officers were heard.
61 00
POST. EDA—Land and buildings; value $1000 . ............ A..... ...... -.........
HPr^i
Grange Installation
an Impressive and able manner and
6 10
ROLFE. HAROLD—Land on Barretts hill; value $100 ...........................
The Courier-Gazette is offering a REES WALTER * GRACE—Farm and buildings bounded as follows:
At the Grange hall Saturday night
were Interspersed bv selections by the
On North by land of J W Say ward, on East by land of T. O.
« NORTH STATION
Special value in Engraved Visiting
orchestra. L. C. Smith, violin; L. W before a large company, officers of
Messer, on South by land of Miles Jones, on West by land of J.
*A ITEP-Zr>«ji>«c TRAIN-ROOM
140 60
W. Sayward; value $2500 —....................................... . ........................
Lane, trumpet: Vemard Warren, North Haven Orange were Impres
Cards. 100 'White or Ivory Engraved
3 05
SAVAGE. EZRA—Field near Otto Kart value $50....................................
clarinet; Mrs. Ola Ames, piano; W. sively installed by the worthy ma* ter
Visiting Cards from your own plate. SULLIVAN, FRANK—Formerly Alton Butler place; value $50 .....
3 05
H. Ingerson, drums. After thc in of the Vinalhaven Grange, Curtis
ROY H OOULD
61.00. 100 Engraved visiting Cards,
Dec 21 1935
Collector of Taxes of tbe Town of Union, Maine
Comprising the group
stallation
a grand bell was held in Webster.
paneled, from your own plate, 61.15.
1J4-T-3

WEST ROCKPORT

MIAMI’S .

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Ideal Resort Hotel
HOTEL

GRALYNN

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
----- —

Every-Other-Day
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SWISS HERO SHRINE

2 BLENDS - 2 PRICES
RED LABEL
America's finest quality

HOME-AG.-FAX

BROWN LABEL
High quality, low price

J

Dairy industry leaders from the 12
Northeastern states meet January 6
and 7 at the Broadwood Hotel, i
Philadelphia, Pa., for the first an
nual session of the Northeastern
Dairy Conference at which major
problems of milk producers will be
considered.
• • • •

"SALADA"
TEA

ALL-TALKING
PICTURES
be-opEning

Watts Hall, Thomaston
TUESDAY, JANUARY 7
Featuring

Jimmie Dunn in
“BAD BOY”
Also Bank Night

2*3
A gravel-asphalt mixture tor floors j
in farm buildings has proved popular '
THOMASTON
207
’ in Michigan. The floors are said to
be waterproof. They are warmer , Cclby Wood, commercial teacher in
Spragu? and four beautiful quilt, than concrete and are easily cleaned. the High
„.turned Sundav
MINTURN
were tacked.
Refreshments were The material is also cheaper than I from Ellsworth where he passed the
Warrcn Staples is annexing a sunI served and favors given in the form concrete,
' holiday recess.
parlor to his house.
' of a grab bag. Those present were
. • . .
barn
mow
In observarce 01 ’he Week of
In Minnesota a dairy
Mrs. Anne Billings and daughter Mrs. Hildreth Vennie. Mrs Marjory
Prayer, there will b? four union servof precast concrete has recent-1
Geraldine, and Mrs. Shirley Billings, Stinson. Mrs. Flora Turner, _Mrs | floor
ly been built into a new bam. The ices’
and Wednesday nights
who spent Christmas with Mrs. Clara Llll;an Conray. Mrs. Vira Sprague.
Mrs. Berneice Carlson. Mw.’vWrt
said to be a fireproof shield j at
Church.andThursGrant, have returned to New Yoyk.
Mic;S. Sadlar, Mrs Mvrtle Staples and Mrs. between mow and cow.
a> ®n
I':day at ihe Baptist
They were accompanied by
Edna Moulton'
»
i "
-------------------Church- Meetings wiU begin at 7
Averill Jellison.
o’clock and the public Is invited
Mrs. Kathleen Stanley who has had
J“nuary * the monlh t0 fave on
Roy Stanley pas'ed the holidays at employment at gs~.v,„„^
Miss Ruth Averill has returned to
Rockland is at home„ fine,
fine perscnal
Pfrsonal printed
»r,nted stationery.
5taUonery
Bar Harbor.
for a few davs
The Courier-Gazette is offering dur- New York city after a few days- vacaMrs. Austin Turner ar.d Mrs. Cecil
Hartford Cook who has been visit-' lR8 January RYTEX DECKLE EDGE tion at her horn- here
Stinson spent last Tuesday at Rock mg friends at Sunset has returned VELLUM stationery in DOUBLE the
Mrs. Arnie Mank who suffered a
land.
home
usual quantity (100 sheets and 100 broken ankle in a fall several days
Fremont Stanley ar.d Fred Thomas
Mrs. Harry Stockbridge and Paul envelopes)—with your Name and Ad- ago, is makinggood recovery.
Mrs
who visited at Christmas with Mr. Stcckbr.dge , sed Friday in Rock- dre«s or Monogram tor $100 a box Alma Wotton is also ait the Mank
and Mrs. Alden Stanley have returned land.
See samples and p.ace your order at home, having recentlysustained a
to CCC Camp
Miss Margaret Stanley has returned cnee Jor one or more boxes of this broken leg.
A quilting bee was enjoyed Thurs to her studies at Higgins after a beautiful Deckle Edge printed paper
Mies Lenora Ney. grade teacher, re
day night at the home of Mrs. Corls vacation at the h;me of her psireuU.
fumed her duties yefterday, following
a visit in Portland. •
The Parent-Teacher Association
meets Thursday night In the High
School auditorium. Under the direction of Miss Ler.ora Ney, the children
of the first grade will present a playlet. The speaker will be Frank A.
Wir.’.cw. city editor of The CourierGazette, who is always assured of an
attentive audience. Mr Winslow’s
talk will be ba'ed cn interviews and
contacts with famous people made ir.
the course cf his newspaper career
and will be prefaced by a brief re
view of Thomaston High 8ch»l
baseball, naming s:m? of the star,
who have found a place in the school's
Hall of Fame in the past 25 years.
The Board of Trade supper and
meeting will be held tomorrow night
at Pythian hall. SuDpsr at G30. Ma
jor A. B Holmes will be the speaker
It is not necessary to be a member
of the B:ard cf Trade in order to at
tend these monthly suppers.
1 A meefr.g of the Smith Commun
ity Chtrus will be held Thursday
right at Syndicate bicck. Rockland
Members are asked to take “The Dedrmp.ion." Gounod.

-s JANUARY 6 -11 HS-

COFFES

LB

LA TOURAINE

POST TOASTIES

CORN FLAKES

2

pi>9*

15c

••••••

JELL-O

3

pi<$«

17c

••••••

AND
CHEESE MILD
TASTY
DATES NATION-WIDE
PITTED

LB

i

7'/4 OZ
PKGS

25c
23c
25c

MADE FROM GRADE A PEANUTS

PEANUT BUTTER
FLOUR NORMAN R

LB
JAR

5 LB
BAG

19c
27c

NATION-WIDE

BAKING POWDER

LB
CAN

19c

SWANS DOWN

CAKE FLOUR

BAKER’S

COCOA

2

19c

’.z lb tins

2’i LB
PKG

NATION-WIDE

MACARONI
SPAGHETTI

*

,
5

NATION-WIDE

NATION-WIDE
RED BAG

COFFEE
pounds

39c

BROOMS
NATION-WIDE

GRANULES

One Cen
CLEANSER
FREE

Value

EACH

15c
89c

29 OZ
PKG

19c

OT
BOTS

25c

SPLENDID BRAND

2I,

1c SALE

RINSO

39c

8 OZ
PKGS

S1.25
One that will
plcaie you

IA

large pkjs

29c

WITH EACH PURCHASE OF 3 CANS AT REGULAR
PRICE OF THREE CROW SPICES (1 >/2 OZ. ANY
KIND) YOU MAY BUY A POUND PACKAGE OF

THREE CROW SODA
FOR ONLY 1 (ONE) CENT.

‘Announcing!

19c

NEW LOW SPECIAL PRICE
NATION-WIDE
TWO
POUND
TIN

COCOA

17c

WONDER-FIL

LEMON PIE

CREAM

Each package makes 2 pies

2 <*„ 19c

-

LUNCH

creamier

In Everybody’s Column
Advertisements tn thia column not to
exceed three tinea Inserted once for 23
rente, three times for 50 cents Addi
tional lines live cents each for one time.
10 cents for three times Six words
make a line

One Has Been Named In
Honor Of the Legendary
William Tell
Mctorlsts traveling from Lake Lu-'
cerne to Lake Zug in northern Swit
zerland will soon be confronted with
detour signs, deflecting them into a '
new highway, and forbidding them to
travel the accustomed route through |
the Hohle Gasse (hollow lane). This j
ancient road, arched with tall '

beeches. Iras recently been purchased
with funds raised bv Swiss school chil-

UNKRAMBil TNI 1177184 07 I AIM UNITMf AJ)4WtR
IS A TIN WORD HMTKNCI-QNI7 ONK WOAO TO f AtMilMI
I SCRAMBLED WORDS 1[CORRECT WORDS!
I poesCNteo
L EW

UIINA PRUE

i

MCLOON

ERA
OUR DP
“OT

SALES »oSER VICE

TEA RUFE
DINE UT

•3

SORT MO
RES VICE

PUZZLE

1"

hero abound in the region, reputed
to be the scene of his daring ex
ploits.” says a bulletin from the Wash,
ington. D. C., headquarters of the Na
tional Geographic Society.

Prlrcs listed herein will be awarded for
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
what we Judge to be the most accurate,
the neatest, and the most original
STRAND THEATRE
solution, mailed or brought to us with
in 48 hours following publication of this
RONALD COLMAN in
advertisement. Duplicate awards will be “M AN WHO BROKE THE BANK
paid to tying contestants, anybody, ex
AT MONTE CARLOcept our employees, may compete. It Is
not necessary to make any purchxses.
Use the form above, or a separate sheet.
PARK THEATRE
Write your name and address plainly.
“BROADWAY HOSTESS"
WINNERS OF OUR LAST PUZZLE
starring W'lN'I SHAW
CONTEST

lake.

N—

LAND KORC

J
1

I

no lost Friday morning between
Central Maine Co and Telephone Of
fice via. Postoffice. Tel. 690. Reward.
2-4
KEYS on ring found on Main St. Near
Park about 2 weeks ago. Apply at Cou
rler-Oazette.
3-5

No. 281

Our ignition and
carbureter
apeI clallsts will guarI antee perfect moI tor performance

dren for a national shrine in memory
of William Tell, with whom it is as
sociated.
“Shrines to the legendary Swiss

Dramatized By Schiller
q
•The blue, mountain-girt

LOST AND FOUND

s

KEEETESEZS*

Two Tickets to Each Theatre

R

WANTED

h

2>bs31<
Ctlicious suflor cookies topped with crystGhzed su£or-raisins-nuts
COUNTRY COOKIES

MAN or woman wanted to supply
1 customers with famous W'atklns Pro| ducts In Rockland and nearby rural
locality.
No Investment.
Buelness
established, earnings average $25 weekly,
pay starts Immediately. Write J. R.
WATKINS CO. 231-45 Johnson Ave.
| Newark. N. J_____________________ 3* It
POULTRY wanted
f POUST 138
Limerock street. Rockland. Tel. 377-W
_________________________________ 1-tf
IF YOU Like To Draw Sketch or Paint
—Write "F S I ' care Courler-Oazette,
| for Free Talent Test and Art Book Give
I age and occupation.
3*11
gg******«**»«***^

♦
known as Lucerne to theEnglish, is i
First Prize- -Mary Egan, 14 Pine St.
♦
-------------------4
g^-—— a
called Vierwaldstatter-See (lake of I
—
Jessie
Olds,
35
Beech
St.
Second Prize
LIVE BAIT for rale. Minnow, for lee
the four forest states) by the German
fishing. 50c pint H H CRIB * LO..
Hardware and Sporting Goods, 328 Main
speaking residents of the region be
8t _Rockland______________________ 3-5
Ply J
cause cf the wooded cantons sur
THREE bulldog puppies, small, nice
‘ FFtFEXHOMEX Tao zai
/
pet* half-price MRS ROSE HUPPER.
rounding it. In the 13th and 14th cen-I
UAiinu
iwoTorws
A
RFD
. Box 61. Tenants Harbor. Tel. 4-3.
0^ RFF RICE RATION - OIL HEATING ENGINEERS
W
turle3 Aust rim emperors who tried to ,
___________________________________ 3-5
DISTRIBUTORS OF FINEST FUEL OILS
oppress some cf these cantons with
XI IIMEROIK STREET
R Ol KL AND. MAINE
HARD coal. $15; coke. $11; Pochontas
lumpy $9 25: Pochontas nut (special
heavy taxes were opposed by Swiss
for atoveal $975: Drv fitted hard wood.
$10 J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thoma.ton
patriots. Out of their valiant strug- !
84-2_______________________________ L-tf
gles for independence arose in the!
1928 Chevrolet, good tires. $20. Hay
WALDOBORO
and Sharpies separator, price rlaht; ftve15th century the figure of William !
i
piece
chamber set. CLIFFORD CARTell. Rolling down the ages, the !
Mtsi Jessie L Keene has re-umed ’ ROLL Warren Tel 1-12____________ 3*5
story of this legendary warrior has be.
.
.
. ZS- u _ v—,1
TWO pool tables for sale cheap line
her duties ait Oorham NormalSchooi) condition stoninoton furniture
come a national epic; its Impact felt
3-5
after passing the holidays at her: °°- Tel. 980.
SHOWS AT R.00 P. M.
by the Swiss citizen, its details giv- ;
and green hard wood for sale,
home behe. Miss Faye M Keene, who allDRY
klndB. under cover. $6 to $9. Call
ing color to a whole region,
was alio at home for the Christmas evenings. 257-3 LOFMAN BROTHERS3*8
TUESDAY, JAN. 7
‘•Schiller’s play ‘William Tell; pub- !
recess. has returned to New York.
WE CARRY A FULL LINE of Poultry
llshed in 1804. spread the tale wcrld‘The Gocse and the Gander’
Prof Allen R. Benner and two Watercrs. Poultry Fountains both with
and
without Heater attachments, all
wide. Although Schiller himself never I
with
students who have been guests at his sizes, latest patents. Coal Saving Brood
set foot in the region which he de- [
ers. Incubators. Dairy Equipment. In fact
North Waidcboro farm and Stahls everything
KAY FRANCIS. GEORGE BRENT
for Poultrj- and Dairy Equip
scribed, but obtained much of his in
Tavern returned Sunday to Andover. ment that you might be In the market
for
at
greatly
reduced prices Write or
formation from Goethe, so popular is
THURSDAY. JAN. 9
Mass.
phone for Prices, delivered, freight prehis interpretation of the legend that
Dr and Mrs. George H Coomb, of
-ywhere^ m* Maine. worm
“Dr. Socrates”
on his centenary, the Swiss Govern
Augusta have been at their home here Maine. Phone 1200
2-4
with
ment distributed over 203.000 copies
FOR SALE AND WANTED We buy
a few days.
used
Feed
bags,
free
from
holes
5c
each.
of the play to school children. Per
PAUL MUNI. ANN DVORAK
The Bridge Club meeting Which Beans, potatoes, etc Highest prices paid
formances have been given in many
.
.
. . *
for fresh eqga all grades. STOVER 8.
was
pcstpcned Monday night will be n^kiar i Maine
2-4
SATURDAY. JAN 11
Swiss towns, especially in Brugg.
1 held Thursday evening at the home of at stover S FVrE f r.Ei. BeuutiCham, and Aitstatten. In Aitdorf a
. r- v,™—
ful large Boudoir Doll with Electric
“FRECKLES”
Mrs. A t. BOCgs.
lighted bed aiso handsome Detecto '
special theatre has been erected in
with
In an exciting series cf basketball bathroom scales given away free each
week You get a free ticket with each
which it is presented annually. In
TOM BROWN. CAROL STONE
gam held Friday tn '.he Medomak S0c sale These valulble prizes and
1829. Rossini set the historic drama,
s.ki.M.
XJ.II
alumni
others
given away weekly at closing time
Matinee Saturdays at 8.30
Ath.ctx H3a1 the High wm^nool Alumni
Saturday night Warehouse open
to music in his opera •Guillaume
dally
from
7 30 a m to 5:30 p
boys were defeated bv the High
, Saturday until 7:00 p m. STOVER'S
Tell;
News and Comedy Tues. and Sat. School boy; 42 to 22: the Alumni girls
g. Park St itackland Maine_______ 2-4
Comelv With Every Show
Nerve-wracking Bull's Eye For
I team won ever the High School girls for sale or exchange Housc2-3 M . ..
. ... , . .
, , . . 1 hold Furniture including 3 bedroom sets.
Archer
26 to 19 and Ua.doboro Locals lost to dining room set. two parlor stoves, chairs
Damariscotta Locals 36 to 18
I ,nd numerous Other aruclw of Jurnl
“The ghest df Tell walks in Aitdorf,
Charles Spear, freshman ct Tufts
ture etc . etc STOVER FEED MFC CO..
Ttll was freed in order to gu.de the i Mr. and Mrs. Guv I. Wa'tZ were1 Rockland. Maine Tel. 1200 come and
a
town
of
approximately
/4203
in

College, son of Mr. and Mrs. Spsxr of
_
.
Make
offers. Buy at your own price.
boat to shore. Tell's Platte, a shelf Of ;
2-4
Main street, has been awarded nil- habitants near the southern end of reck projecting into the lake, is! pleasantly surprised Tuesday evek
-j
----------—
-------------t
ning.
the
occasion
of
Mrs
BEST
drv
hard
wood
under
rover;
Waltz's
mcrals for runnin; on the class cross Lake Lucerne and surrounded
_ __ ] b<rthdav
—, . , fitted. $9; lunks. $9; soft wood and
revered as the
he leaped
•— spot
• in which
..... ---—
“
1 birthday anniversary. The.r neigh-, slabs ,7 kindlings T J carroll.
lofty, snow-capped mountains, On|*V"'
country team.
ashore and escaped from his captors. |
on
Wfst Side of
river ! Thomaston. Tel 263-21 Rockland
1-tf
The public card party In St. John’s the slope behind the town the BannIn the Hohle Oasse. the narr-w
THE STOVER CO Is now making free
Mr and Mrs John Burge.-, Mr. and ,jei|Verjeg On all orders anywhere wlttaparish hall tonight begins at 7 43 wald 'banned forest 1. mentioned in tree-lined thoroughfare
between
Mrs in city limits Whole-ale or retail $25
Other games besides bridge will be Schiller’s play, serves as a protection Kussnacht on Lake Lucerne and Im- Mr-. Raloh Steven1 and Mr. and
...
orders for grain—flour—feeds—sugars.—
Elnyr.
Wir.capaw
arrived
with
re- cement, etc. etc. to out of town cu»played. All are welccme. The public against avalanches. Cutting of trees mensee on Lake Zug. the fugitive am
fnc<hm-n*« ond na.«crl a hannv eve- turners delivered free by truck anywhere
fre,nm-n-s ana pasca a napp> eve wm,in 25 miles of Rockland Just
supper in the parish hall Thursday is severely restricted.
bushed and shot with his crossbow
phone Rockland 1200 and we give you
ning with music and game,
“Aitdorf is famous as the place in
will begin at 6 p. m. Anyone desiring
cash and carry prices COD. to your
the tyrant Oessler. A chapel, deco
•
•
•
•
door You save the difference. STOVER'S
supper earlier will be accommodated which the gieat marksman, having rated with frescoes illustrating the
36 Park St . Rockland_____________ 2-4
incurred
the
ire
of
the
tyrannical
Theresa
A.
Keene
if Mrs. Albert Hall. Mrs. William
OLD growth dry hard wood for sale,
death, marks the site. Patriots make
Loucks or Miss Edna Watts is notified. Austrian bailiff, Gessier. was com- pilgrimages ta this chapel to the one
There a A. (Stahl) Keene. 85. died fitted. $9: Junks. $9; 4ft lengths. $8:
fireplace $9. S. PETERSON. Granite St.
A. J. Lineken motored yesterday to manded to demonstrate his skill by at Tells Platte, and to the cne in Friday at the home of her sii'.er. Mrs Tel 528-M
1-tf
Skowhegan, accompanied bv hls j shooting an apple from the head of Burglen ab;ut two mllcs from
Nell.e B Wade. She was the daugh
granddaughter Helen, wha was re- .hl'» >oun« £On In the open square a wh,ch
<upposed to
ftanding on ter cf the late John B and Elizabeth
turning to her parents- home.
cclos;al bronze statue of Tell comblrthplace
Havener Stahl and the widow of Capt.
Ms-, Helen Duncan of Camden was memorates the scene of his intrepid
“At Kusenacht a fountain in the William A Keene. She was a membar of the First. Baptist Church. Wi* *tme7t*7ir7 1 Tr 4
weekend guest of her sister. Mrs. deed
public square is still another monu
Emma Young.
"Questioned abtut a second arrow ment to his memory. Although his wurna Chapter. OES., and the rooms, all modem and Telephone. EnMteonary Society and a
6t_.
’*»
Miss Barbara Ellict returned Sat- in hU <»uiver’ TeU b iald t0 have re‘ authenticity has never been proved., Wcman's
...... —
-wcond.f,o<,r
heated
urday to Simmcns College where she ! marked that it was intended for the this myl*iical hero remains enshrined woman loved and respec.ed by all apartment to let. 14 masonic st
i bailoifs heart had the first arrow
3*5
in the hearts of the Swiss people as a 1 who knew her.
is taking a course in $ocial service
MODERN tenement of 5 rooms to let,
; harmed hls son. He was promptly 5
work.
Twc. sit.'STS, Mrs. Abbie Montgom at 44 Middle Street. L F CHASE. Tel
symbol cf personal courage and love
seized and was to have been taken by
ery of Thomaston and Mrs. Nellie U85-W.___________________________ 3-5
Mrs. Earl F. Woodcock is home
of liberty.”
boat across Lake Lucerc to a prison
DESIRABLE five-room modem house
Wade
cf this town, with several ’and
from LewFistcn where she visited her
garage to let. 182 Broadway Tel
in Kussnacht. Violent, capricious
nephews and nieces, survive her.1 »*»•____________________________ 12
daughter. Elizabeth a student at
winds sometimes rush down this lake.
Tcpsy Turvy Sale w.ll ixr held Ir.termrnt wa, made in the German
unfurnished apartment to let.
Bates College.
Warren and Main streets, bath,
causing sudden storms, and danger to , Thursday. Friday and Saturday at cemetery after a service Sunday- at corner
hot water heat, garage c. a Hamil
Cruglas Walker went Saturday to
ton. 29 Chestnut street. Tel. 989-J.
small boats. Such a storm arising. Crockett's Baby Shop—adv.
the home of her sinter. Rev. Horace'
New Haven. Conn., to take ut> hls
2-tf
M
Taylor,
pastor
of
the
Baptist
3 room furnished apartment to let, at
studies at Yale Medical School
z-i.,.--v. ..—i- »,,,. pn„; —.i —._
1 47 Pleasant St , Inquire LILLIAN BICKChurch, wa, the offlcia.ing clergyman. 11NEnL _________
Limerock st.
2*4
The officers of Grace Chapter.
___
OES. were delightfully entertained
!
DESIRABLE apartment. 7 rooms, bath.
I garage, sunporch to let. 80 Pleasant St
Wednesday evening by Emma Young
Legal Notice
j Very reasonable rent. Tel. 958-J. Vacant
worthy matron, and William Gil
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
J*n V---------------------------------------—
WHEREAS. Frances I O-anf. o» Pock- ' “E91 L/he^’^a
SGr""'
christ, werthv patron, at the latter's
land. County of Knox, ar.d State of c,nlr*1' °“ “eat. 8”.
Trl
R
heme cn Main street. Dinner was
Maine, by her mortgage -tee-* dated the
*'*
12th
day
of
December
A
D
1933.
reLARGE
front
room,
well
heated,
to
let.
served by Mrs. Aldrich, who e dining
corded in Knox Registry o' Deeds Vol with or without board MRS MARV
235, Page 428, conveyed to the Home BURKETT. 75 Broad street. Tel. 669-M
rooms were beautifully decorated in
Owners' Loan Corporation, the under- ________________________________ 157-tl
keeping with the New Year A large
“AetherrwlthlnbuVidlCngs thermn
FURNISHED apartments to let. V. F.
mg ^cL.nd S“
of Knox STODI^Y f
House. Tel. 330
153-tf
paper clock formed the centerpiece of
FURNISHED or unfurnished 4 room
and State of Maine, and bounded and
each table with a miniature doll rep
deacrlbed as follows:
apartment to let. INQUIRE 11 Jamra
resenting the New Year. Red stream
street._____________________________ 1-tf
A certain lot or parcel of land,
situated
In
said
Rockland,
together
TWO apartments of 4 and 5 rooms
ers ran from the clock to where a tiny
with the building thereon, bounded
with bath, heater, garage and garder
and deacrlbed aa follows Beginning
marshmallow clock told the guest’
InRuIre
12 Knox St . Tel 156-W
1-tf
at the caaterly corner of A J. Bird
their places. Red candles and gay
HOUSE of six rooms for rent, recently
homestead lot: thence running by
renovated, furnished or unfurnished, at
said Bird lot line one hundred
napkins completed the decorations,
Spruce Head Plenty of firewood for the
twenty-four < 124 > feet to said Bird's
cutting Rent reasonable TEL ROCKnortherly
corner;
thence
north
43'
a
*
which were arranged by Mrs. Russell
I.AND 793-W after 4 p m.
123*tf
east one hundred six <1031 leet to the
Davis. The menu featured chicken
lot hereinafter described, formerly
to a atone wall; thence south 32•»’
g———
pie and het rolls, made by Mrs. Aleast one hundred twenty-three (123)
♦
feet
to
the
road,
now
called
Bay
drich and calling forth many com
4
View Square; thenoe south 39 west
.
.xuwww—w >«
wear f
seventy-three (73) feet to the place
pliments for the crck After dinner
of beginning
W
the guest, were entertained in 'he:
Also another lot or parcel of land
LADIES— Reliable hair goods at Rock
situated In said Rockland, bounded
land Hair Store 24 Elm St. Mall ordere
home of Mr. and Mrs Oiichrist. where
and described aa follows, to wit:
solicited H. C. RHODES Tel 519-J
Beginning at the easterly corner of
card*, beano, and indoor baseball lur- 1
_ __________________ 1-tf
the above-described lot. on the road
■ YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
leading from A J Bird a (formerly,
nirhed amusement. Office:., present
Samples and knitting directions free.
now of hla heirs.) by said lot; which
were Lucy Young. Edgar Antes, Inez
H A. BARTLETT. Harmony. Maine
said road la now called Bay View
Photograph, Courtesy of IF. A J. tlloa..i and of I’hiku
________________________________ 156-10
Square; thence north 39 east by
Arne,, Helen Hallowell. Lura Libbv.
said
road
twenty-five
(25)
feet
to
a
O° you're going to get a new than a piano.
SKATE sharpening, prompt service,
stake; thence northwesterly one j CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main street.
Avis Brasier, Marian Grafton. Cera
kJ radio?
,
hundred twent.v-two (122) feet more
Today Philco cabinets come In
_
_____________________________
1-rf
or less t-> the northerly corner of the
Knights, Hollie Harrington. Vera Fey- 1
What fun! For the radio, you a variety of sizes and types suited
DRIVER wood working tools, all styles
above described lot; thence south
ler, Leah Davis. Carrie Carroll, Irene
and types, lathes, drills, saws etc. oee
know, is no longer in disguise. In to any room in the house nnd for
32'a* east, by said lot first described
them at our store. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
herein one hundred twenty-three
infancy, not daring to appear on various locations within the room.
Young. Helen Studley. Special guests
408 Main St. Rockland
1-tf
(123) feet to place of beginning;
its
own
merits,
it
crept
into
the
In finish again there is a wide
and WHEREAS, the condition of said
were Hcllis Young. Frank Hallowell.
WATCHMAKER All kinds; watches.
mortgage
has
been
broken,
and
now
living room disguised as one of choice. Walnut, mahogany and
Clocks, repaired. Call and deliver. 8 A.
remains broken:
Robert Libby. Rodney Brasler, Bow
Macomber. 23 Amesbury St. Tel 958-J.
Ihe traditional pieces of furniture, East Indian laurel, for instance are
Now. therefore, by reason of the
147*159-tf
doin Grafton. Chari's Knights. Ru«a table, chest of drawers, or a desk. used by Philco cabinet makers In all
breach of the condition thereof, the said
Home Owners' Loan Corporation claims
Modern decorative values, how sorts of interesting combinations.
sell Davis. Ralph Carroll. Leila Smal
a foreclosure of said mortgage, and
ever, are based on a functional
gives this notice for that purpose.
The Eighteenth Century living
ley. Madolin Spear and Warden and
Dated at Old Town. Maine, this 28th
suitability, and radios, having es room from W. & J. Sloane’s House
Mrs. Johnson.
day of December A D. 1935
tablished their position as instru of Years, shown here, illustrates
HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION
By Stanley F. Needham
ments of quality, musically on a the successful combination of the
Its Attorney thereunto duly author
Tepyy Turvv Sale will be held
par with the concert grand piano, old and the new, with a Philco ra
ized. by virtue of Power of Attorney,
dated June 12, 1935, and recorded tn
Thursday, Friday and Saturday at' now appear as honest togoodness dio placed like an end-table beside
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book
radios, needing disguise uo more a low Chippendale sofa.
Crockett's Baby Shop—adv.
847, Page 143.
157-T-#

FOR SALE

rr CIOON SALtSajsd SERVICE

THEATRE

STAR Waldoboro

!

TO LET

Choosing Your Radio Cabinet

A WANT-AD

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

I
I

I
W

MISCELLANEOUS

LUX
small pkjs

!

FIND IT/

Every-Other-Day
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OClETY
In addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, muslcala. etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE_______________ T»t or 7*4

Miss Jennie Blackington is in
Scranton. Penn, called by the death
of her brother, A. D. Blackington.
She was accompanied there by Mrs.
A. J. Huston cf Portland.

(Mr. and Mrs. Howard G Philbrook
Maurice McKusic. son of Mrs Eve(Ellzabetn Fuller) of Brookline,; iyn r McKusic of 19 Spruce street,
Mass,, announce the engagement of j this city returns tomorrow to the
their daughter, Elizabeth, to Carl P. Stony Brook School, Stony Brook
Ingraham, son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry L;ng Island, after spending the
W. Ingraham, of Payson street, Port- Christmas vacation at his home.
ltnd. Miss Philbrook was graduated I
Mrs. Stella Elwell of South Thom
from the Beaver County Day School
and is now a member of the senior aston is housekeeper at the home of
class at the Ur.nersty of Maine. Mr i Mrs. Grover Yeung, Owl's Head who
I.igraham was graduated from the is on a trip to New York and Philadel
University of Maine in the class of phia
'935. Miss Philbrook has made a
Mr. and Mrs. Rhama Philbrick and
w'de acquaintance in Rockland dur
ing visits in the home of her grand daughters Madallne and Norma re
turned Frida/ 1mm a few days in
father W. O Fuller.
Partiand and Bcston.

Mrs. Charles S. Small was taken ill
while visiting her daughter, Mbs
Laura Small in Portland and is n
surgical patient at Main? General,
Hospital, her condition being fa
vorable.

CONVOCATION WEEK

Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Weisman have
returned from New York and Bcston
Dr. Weisman took a special course in
x-ray study.

Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Crosby, Mrs.
Stanley Walsh and son Stanley, were
Fletcher Brown returned to Colum
in Wiscasset Friday, guests of Mr.
Of local interest Is the announce
bia University Sunday.
and Mrs. Harvey Pease.
ment of the marriage on New Year's
Day of Dr. Donald Gribbin of Port
Mr and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy have re
Diligent Dames will have 1 o'clock
land and Ruth Kllborn. also of Port
turned from two weeks' visit with j
luncheon Friday at the home of Mrs.
land. Dr. Gribbin is the son of the
their daughter, Mrs W. B. Keene
Homer E. Robinson. Members are
late Dr. Harry E. Gribbin of Rock
and Mrs. Ruth Bird, in Montclair. (
reminded to take some article of
land and Mrs. Gribbin of purham.
N. J., Mrs. Keene who has been ill
canned goods to be used for a charit
N. H.
shows encouraging gain and sailed |
_____
able purpose.
Saturday for a month in Bermuda.
Methebesec Club will meet Friday
Browne Club meets Friday at 7:30
I at the Universalist vestry with the
William Kester, salesman for au hostesses to be Miss Caroline Jame at the Comer building with Mrs. I.
tomobiles in Augusta, spent the week son. Mrs. Sadie Leach, Mrs. Etta Lawton Bray as hostess.
end at his hune on Fulton street.
Stoddard. Mrs. Katheryn St. Clair
Fullerton Morgan of Bangor and
and Mrs. Caroline Sleeper. Mrs
Junior Harmony Club
meets
Suella Sheldon as program ghair- Miss Alice Coombs of Belfast were
Thursday at 6:30 at the home of
man will have as her subject "Opera weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Mrs Leola Noyes, counselor. Mem. , ,
. In Italy,” and musical illustration, Wltham.
bership is open fo boys and girls from'are
arranged by the music
the ages of 10 to 15. Those studybig dlyWon Qf
prQgram
Every dollar you own will be worth
a musical instrument preferred, but
more today at Stover's, caused by the
anj- child interested in the music j Glenn Doyle's second birthday was heavy tax reductions on flour, sugar,
study course will be eligible.
appropriately celebrated Saturday at lard, etc. Buy today. Free delivery.
____
the home of her grandparents, Mr. .STOVER'S Rockland.—adv.
Maurice Duncan, wh? has been and Mrs Q A
guests
epending the holiday recess with his ing Jackie E1Uolt BU,y McLoon
THE DELPHIAN SOCIETY
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Dun- Nanfy
Jan<?t stonei gnd
can. Main street, has returned to Uni- Barbara Boynton
Chickawaukie Chapter. Delphian
varsity of Maine.
}
_____
Society met Friday afternoon at the
------Mrs. Henry B. Bird as chairman home of Mrs. Sadie Leach and held
Mrs. Maurice Jcnc> of Clark Island Qf circje supper at the Congregational an unusually interesting and profit
takes pride in her Christmas cactus vestry Wednesdav at 6;15 wU1
as. able meeting. Mrs. Helena Fales as
plant which blossoms once a year and sisted by Mrs Alan L Bird, Mrs leader had as the subject “DevelopIs new at the height of Its beauty.
Nettie B. Frost, Miss Leah Rynsdeli.' ment of Instrumental Music and
Mrs. G. A. Lawrence, Mrs E. K Early Oratorio. 'Assigned topics were:
Sumner B. Banks is visiting hls j Leighton. Mrs. Ensign Otis, Mrs. B 1 Early Oratorio. English Music of the
father A. D Banks. Oakland Beach
B Smith. Mrs. Kennedy Crane. Mrs 17th Century. Evolution of the Violin.
R. I., for a few days
E. J. Helller. and Mrs. Leo Howard. Choosing the Instrument,
The
■■
I Violoncello, and
Chamber
and
John Leo who was called home by
Mr. and Mrs. R. E Estes and sons ] Orchestral Music. By means of an
the illness of his mother, returns to
Donald and Morton have returned Orthophonic Vlctrola. this program
morrow co Philadelphia, where he has
from a New Year's visit with relatives was presented by the English Singers
employment.
in Swampscott, Mass.
whose artistry for this type of music
is inimitable.
Dr. and Mrs. H V. Tweedie have
Miss Constance Knickerbocker who Sumer Is leumen In.
About A D 1250
had as guests, called here by the
has been guest of Mr. and Mrs. In Going to My Naked Bed
Richard Edwards <1554,
tragic death of Leonard Dearden. his
Wilbur F. Ser.ter returned to Water The Turtle Dove.
origin unknown
sisters. Mrs. Edward Lyon of Brock
Madrigal—The Silver Swan.
ville Monday.
Orlando
Gibbons
ton. Mass.. Mrs. Mary A. Hall of Lake
Ballet—Sing We Enchanted.
Thomaa Morley <1595,
Worth. Fla . and a nephew. Clayton
The January meeting of the Uni Ballet—Now Is the Month of Maying.
Wlddecombe of Mt. Clare, Quincy. versalist Mission Circle takes place
Thomas Morley
—Though
Amaryllis
Dances
Mass. Mrs Lyon was accompanied Wednesday at 2:30 at the vestry, with || Madrigal
Green.
Wm. Byrd
song—Thus aa the Tide was Flowby her husband. Mr Dearden is al relief sewing in order until the devo- j Folk
tng
so survived by another sister. Mrs. tional hour In charge of the president.; Madr mi-Hard By in Crjratal
Gladys B Clark of Mt. Clare, and Mrs. Adelaide Lowe.
Mrs. Sadie I The piper of Dundee. Traditional Scotch
—Three Fairies,
Purcell
two brothers. Robert of Melrose, Leach will present a paper on the j
Traditional English
Mass., and Sidney H, of Salem, who Milan Cathedral, and Mrs. Katheryn
I
were unable to come to Rockland.
St. Clair will have charge of religious

ANNOUNCEMENT

Bangor Theological Seminary
Will Have Brilliant Staff
Of Lecturers

Miss Virginia Tyler who is spending
the winter with her aunt. iMrs. A. D
Morey, was with her parents, Mr. and I
Mrs. H. B. Tyler in Cambridge, over j
the holidays.

Misses Emily MacDonald and
Gwennie MacDonald who have been
spending the holiday recess with1
their parents, Rev. and Mrs. J.
Charles MacDonald, left Saturday,
Miss Emily to return to Eastern
Baptist Theological Seminary in
Philadelphia and Miss Gwennie to
Wheaton (Ill.) College.
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At this price there are
two men for every
O’coat

$25.00
If half the men in the city knew
the value of these eoats . . . there
wouldn't be half enough garments
to ga around.

They’re such glorious o'coats that
buying one is but a matter of bring
here.

Wc realize that you can make the
old coat do . . . but you wan't it
you’ll see these.
The very models you like . . . the
exact fabrics that you’ve been won
dering if you could afford . ..

They're all here . . . and wc just
hope that you won't wait until
they're gone, for this opportunity
was madr to order for twice as

The 28ih annual Convocation Week
of Bangor Tneotogical Seminary will
be held during the last week of Janu
ary with a brilliant staff of lecturers.
Seme ministers ccme frem far sec
tions of the State to enjoy this "an
nual treat," and have been coming
since 1908. The first annual gather
ing was in 1905. One minister, al
though an alumnus of another Divin
ity School, said. “There Is something
different in the spirit cf Bangor
Convocation Week, I cannot afford
to miss it." .
The SamuelYlarris lectures on Lit
erature and Life will be given by Dr.
J Valdemar Moldknliawer. minister
of the First Presbyterian Church in'I' s

New York. Dr. Moldenhawer is said
to be one of the greatest living inter| preters of Shakespeare.
A welcome lecturer will be Dr. Wil
liam Adams iBrown one of Union
Theological Seminary's mest lgted
p.ofes.ors and writers. Dr. Brown is
well known to C onvocation Week at
tendants because of his leadership of
the Qui?. Heur.in 1930. He will de
liver tiie Enoch P:nd Lectures cn Ap
plied Christianity.
Ail lovers of good preaching will
rejoice in the selection of Dr Charles
Edward Park, minister of the First
Church in Boston, who will deliver
the George Shepard Lectures on
Preaching.
The leader of the Quiet Hour is Dr
Boynton Merrill of the Second
i Church in Newton, and leader of the
devotional hour at the General Coun! cil of Congregational - Christian
Churches at Oberlin, 1934.

DUE TO THE BAD WEATHER
OF FRIDAY-SATURDAY
+

OUR ANNUAL

+
❖
+
ft
+
❖

Clearance Sale is Continued

+
+
+
+
+
+

HUNDREDS OF SPLENDID VALUES MAY BE FOUND ON OUR TABLES

AND RACKS

f
❖

VESPER A. LEACH
ROCKLAND, MAINE

366 MAIN STREET,

ra

CAMDEN
Mrs. E. E. Rokes and daughter,
Mrs. Maude Robinson, left yesterday
for Miami, Fla, where they will
spend the remainder of the winter.
Enroute, they will stop in Boston and
New York.

Eugene Davis has resumed his
studies at the Penn State College of
Optometry after spending a few
weeks with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Davis.

Mrs. Elizabeth Duffy was hostess to
Monday Club this week. Mrs. Lula
Green delivered a paper on Herman
Mellville.
The annual planning meeting of
the ladies of the Farm Bureau will
held Jan. 15 at Megunticook
Grange hall.

Miss Virginia Jameson left yester
day for Vassalboro to resume her
studies at the Oak Grove Seminary
after spending the holidays with her
ROCKPORT
many men as wc have garments!
j parents, Mr and Mrs. Robert W.
Mir,i Lillian Brann has returned to Jamieson.
Plenty of Ski Suits for the girls Reading. Mars, to resume teaching
Otis Dean has returned to the Ox
after roend'ng the holidays at her
and Snow Suits for the children.
ford College of Business Administra-,
home on We*t street.
tion in Cambridge, Mass, following a
Mire Oertrude Havener returned vUU wUh Ws parents. XIr and Mrs
Saturday to Port "mouth. N. H. after Fred Dean.
a two weeks’ visit with her grandThe summer home of Joseph Sailer
mother.' Mrs. Gertrud? Havener,
on
Chestnut street was entered
Spear street.
recently and several articles taken.
Mrs. Maynard Graffam returned
Officers are investigating.
416 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME. Saturday from Milo where she has
been spending the we?k with Mr.
Miss Beverly Frye has resumed her
Graffam, who acc:mpanied her here studies at the Oorham Normal school
1 fcr th? weekend.
[ after passing the holiday vacation in

♦♦♦♦

GREGORY’S

BY THE MAKERS OF

CONGOLEUM
Handsome Felt Base Rugs.

Wide Variety of

Channing Patterns Suited To Any and Every Room
in the House

9x12

$4.95 and $5.95
Our General Store-Wide Reduction Sale Is Still In

Effect, 20% to 30%

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

THE NEW AUTO PLATES jutants certifying that their member
ship is paid up for 1936. at an ad

Made This Time At the State ditional cost of 25c per pair.
_ Compiex Letter-

ing Is Gone

The new white on black automobile
registration plates, manufactured
for the first time in the State Prison
have been attracting attention for
some days.
The caption. "Vacationland." is
placed on all passenger and truck
plates through a bill in the last Legis
An interesting meeting of the t0'vnTwentieth Century Club was held
Clarence Waterman Jr, of North lature.
RUBINSTEIN CLUB
Passenger plates run from one to
Friday aftcrncon at the home of Miss Haven has begn recent guest of Mr
I 152.000 and have no lettering. Dur
IJE'. ie Lane with Mrs. Edith Buzzell; and Mrs. Arthur Davis.
Fire Paper By Mrs. Blanche a?ho<fSS
,0 wather conditions
ing the last few years a complicated
Mrs. Helen Perry has returned to
Morton With a Program the attendance was smaller than Rockland after a visit with her sister. lettering system has enabled pas
senger car owners to obtain large
usual, but those wh were present Miss Harriet L. Gill.
In Keeping
numbers of low figures in tire various
felt well r?pa d for the effort. Under
Miss Edna Hodson who visited letters. The system was carried so
Under the direction of Mrs. •he subject "Lcoldr.g Backward
relatives here during the school far that many sought a significant
Blanche Morion an exceptionally ever 1935" important events were
Alice Baker and Albert recess' has rcsumcd t*achln« in , initial, or a number representing the !
fine program on "Music in Religion discussed.
street or telephone number of the
Baker,
niece
and nephew of Miss Atlantic City.
and Opera" was presented at the
owner. More than one influential
lane,
entertained
with
recitations
meeting of the Rubinstein Club Fri
individual
obtained plates with his
Pbustcd-Benson
day evening at the Universalist which were greatly enjoyed Next
three initials and the figure 1. The
At
the
Methodist
parsonage
SaturFriday
the
Club
Is
to
meet
with
Mrs.
vestry. Mrs. Morton's paper sur
day evening. Archfe J. Plaisted and I n‘“w Plat« slmPly carry the number
rounding Parts I and U displayed Fannie Thompson. Main street.
the words Maine 1936 and the Vaca
Schools in town re-:pened Mon Miss Hilda E. Benson were united in
much care in preparation and was
tionland caption.
marriage
by
Rev.
Weston
P
Holman,
day
after
two
weeks
vacation.
given with notably fine diction and
Truck plates are the same with the
Mrs. H C. Copeland, who has been the single ring service being used. exception that the number will be
poise. The program:
NEW HARBOR
They
were
attended
by
Miss
Madeline
Part 1—Religion
guest of Mrs. Charles S. Gardner the
Mrs. Kathleen Ol’ara enters Knox current events. Response to roll call
preceded by one of the letters—V. W
Contralto—The Angel's Song
Dressier
M R. Williams, instructor in Phil
Hospital this week to be a surgical
be based on “Service.” Tea will
past week, returned Saturday to E. Fogg and Henry Benson, a brother X. Y, Z. On convertible cars'!trucks
Mrs Lucy Marsh Lowe
of
the
bride.
patient
■ ** served by
hostesses, with Mrs. lips Exeter Academy. Hugh Williams. Mezzo-contralto—The Cross. Harriet Ware Rcckland.
The groom is the son of Mrs. to passenger), the number will be
Etta Stoddard as chairman.
Mrs. Agnes Witham of Camden
George Richardson and Roger Dun
The supper which the losing fide in Charles P. Plaisted and the bride the Preceded by an O On municipal
Soprano—How Beautiful Upon the
can spent several days recently with
Mountains.
Harckcr the recent church attendance conte-t
There will be a Masonic Assembly
daughter of Mrs Hilda Brooks Clay- cars the number wl“ >* Preceded by
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Comins return Mr. and Mrs. E. A. McFarland.
Mrs Mildred Havener
. .
..
,
...
...
Thursday evening at Temple hall, for
Vocal duet —My Redeemer,
Olover is to serve the* winning side will take
ter, both of this town. Mr. Plaisted an M and on State-owned cars by an
today
from
two
weeks'
trip
to
Chicago
Miss oia^rs ^Grant.^ and Mrs
place this evening at the Baptist
all Masons and families and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Bailey dined
is in the employ of the Camden and S.
Hosts will be Mr and Mrs. Harold and other Western cities.
New Years Day at the home of Mr. Violin—Told At Twilight.
vestry, with an entertainment to folDealer plates will carry the word
Rockland Water Company.
The
Charles Huerter
Coombs. Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee,
low.
Miss Esther Morse of Camden
Dealer
at the bottom and the number
Mrs. John Farber (Alice Shaw) of and Mrs. Randall Poole.
young couple will reside here. Thev
Part 2—Opera
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Crozier, David
James Poland has recovered from I Soprano—Natoma.
The annual business meeting of have the best wishes of a host of will be followed by the letter A. B. or
New York arrives tomorrow to spend
"I Lift the Trill of
Daris. and Miss Gladys Doherty' of
, Golden Throat".
V Herbert Harbor Light C hapter, O.EB. will be
C. There are three In each set.
two weeks with her mother. Mrs. Car German measles.
friends for future happiness.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth of Hope
Thomaston. Take sandwiches unless
Motorcycle plates will have an M at
held this evening. Reports will be
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Loud were Plano—Natoma. Dagger Dance
rie Burpee Shaw. Her visit is timed
Mis.- Edna Gregory
scllcited.
that she may attend two celebrations recent business visitors in Friendship. Contralto—Natoma. Beware of the Hawk given and officers elected.
Tcpsy Turvy Sale will be held the top and side car plates the words
Miss Wlnola Richan
in honor of Mrs. Shaw, on Sunday
Mis; Ruth Orbeton and Keith Thursday. Friday ar.d Saturday nt Side Car. Motorcycle dealer plates
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Search who i Contralto—Shanewls. "Spring Song of
Mis. Dorothy B Lawrence who has
the Robin Woman".
Cadman Crockc'.t have returned to Oorham Crockett’s Baby Shop— adv.
will carry the word dealer and the
when Mrs. Shaw will be at the con are motoring to Florida, will visit In
been spending the holidays with her
Mrs Lydia Storer
letter M.
sole of the Universalist organ before Exeter. N. H . Northampton, Mass, Plano—Shanewls. Intermezzo
Normal
School
to
resume
their
studies
mother. Mrs. G. H. Blethen, returned
Mrs Ruth E Sanborn
Tractor, trailer, service station.
It is dismantled for the installation and Philadelphia. They expect to
1 after the Christmas recess.
The King s Henchman
to Aurora. N. Y, Sunday, to resume
b;
Deem*
Taylor, libretto by Edna St.
State Police motorcycle and side car
of the new Hammond organ (Mrs. return Feb. 1.
Clayton
Smith
returned
Sunday
her duties as dietitian at Wells
Vincent Millay
WED.-THURS.
plates will all be designated by words,
Shaw was organist at this church for
The Story and portions given by Miss
fixan Millbridge where he spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kelsey of
College.
Hazel
Marshall
letters
or combinations of both.
nine years), and for Mrs. Shaw's South Bristol passed the holidays as
i
wo-weeks'
school
vacation
with
his
Musical Illustrations by Mrs. Damir
Jitney bus plates will have the word
Gardner, soprano, and Mrs Storer
t
imily
’
.
Speech Readers Club meeting birthday which falls in the latter | guests of Mrs. Kelsey's parents, Mr Contralto
—Emperor Jonea. "It'a Me. O
BU3 written down the left side, and
Lord"
Mr. and Mrs. Willis P. Young of
Thursday afternoon found cards and part of the month.
and Mrs Willis Oilbert.
Mrs. Lowe
cone plates, for use of trucks crossing
greetings from several members who
Camden
announce
the
engagement
of
Soprano
—
Porgy
and
Bess
"I've
Got
The 4-H Club girls will meet Satur
the border from other states, will be
Plenty of Nothing", George Oershwtn thjir daughter Margaret R. Young to
Chapin Class is meeting tonight
are away for the winter, also from
Mrs Wentworth (In costume)
day at the home of Martha Thomp
oval shaped and carry the word
with
Mrs.
Gertrude
Russell,
ClarePlano
duos
—
A
Day
In
Venice.
other friends. Among these were
Howard A. Carroll, son of Mr. and
son. At the latest meeting the hos
Ethel bert Nevln
Zone at the bottom.
noted Dr. Emily Pratt, Albany. N. Y . j mont strect
Humoresque,
Homer
Orunn
j
Mrs.
Walter
Carroll
Of
Rxkport
tess was Marilyn Oifford.
Ambulance, hearse and invalid car
Mrs.
Charlotte
Hopkins
and
Mrs
vice president of the Eastern Zone:
M!sa Young was a member of the
Esther Rogers
Miss Virginia Richardson. Mrs.
The Woman's Foreign Missionary'
plates will have the word "Coach a J
Mrs. Arthur Young of Worcester.
Accompanists were Mrs. Averill. graduating class at Farmington Nor
Society will meet Thursday after Frank Fillmore and Miss Geraldine.
the top.
Mass, a former vice president; Miss
mal Scho:l last June and is now
noon at the parsonage, with Mrs. Gifford were entertained at a New Miss Adelia Morse of Camden, Miss
Members of the Executive Council
Eliza Hannegan of Portland who is a
teaching in Rangeley High School.
Alice Brookes as hostess, and Mrs. Years party at the home of Mrs. Gregory, Mrs. Marian Clark of Rock
will continue to have their special
constant Inspiration to the local club:
Mr.
Carrell
is
employed
in
the
WPA
port. Mrs. Elsa Constantine.
Ruth Ellingwood as leader.
Lucretia Poland.
plates, the 1936 editions to be lemon
Mrs. J. C. Hill of Joplin. Mo, a form
office zt Portland.
The meeting Jan. 17, will be in
i yellow on black with the word
M. F. McFarland is engaged in
er member of the club, and 'Miss
The Eaptlit Ladies' Circle will hold
Mrs. Earle MacWilliams was hos harvesting ice, which is 14 inches charge of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood
Council. With due preparedness th?
Mary Alice Smith of Northampton. tess to T. Club Friday evening.
an afterreon session Wcdne dav at
j
whose
subject
will
be
"Spirituals
and
Secretary of State's Department has'
thick and for the first time in 20
Mass. After a short business meeting
the home of the president. Mrs
provided three pairs of plates for
years is being cut without snow on Plantation Songs.” Members sched
the time was spent socially in cards
The series of card parties given by ,
Mtnetta Paul. This will be the an
uled
to
appear
arc:
Two
pianos.
Mrs.
each
council district.
and games, and Mrs. Frank Hewett Pleasant Valley Grange closed Fri- tbe groundnual business meeting.
One of the most commonly noted
served refreshments. The club meets day night, with the capital prize in | H L- Brackett was in Boston on Frances McLoon and Mrs. Kathleen
Leslie C. Dean? is confined to his
O'Hara; piano solos. Miss Nathalie
of the special initial series for 1935
each Thursday at 2:30 at the Central bridge going to Clarence Wylie and business recently,
home cn Wes?- strect by illness.
Jones,
Miss
Mabel
Holbrook;
vocal.
has been the "A. L." Issue reserved
Maine rooms, and interested friends in "83'' to Edward Tolman. The ' Miss Irma Gilbert and Mrs. E. A.
An illustrated lecture at /he Bap
Mrs. Damle Oardner, Mrs. Ada Hol
exclusively for members of the Ameri
are always welcome.
i final party had five tables of bridge, McFarland are confined to their man of Camden. Miss Mildred Dem- tist Church Thursday at 7 p. m. on
can Legion. With the abandonment
homes
with
severe
colds.
honors going to Miss Susan Spear.
"Present Day Conditions" will be
of the initial system for this year,
. Starring x-y
Mr. and Mrs. Walter McFarland mons of Thomaston, Mrs. Eva Green. given bv the pastor Rev. G F. Cur
Tcpsy Turvy Sale will be held
mmi Fitzgerald. Myron Young.
Mrs.
Lorita
Bicknell;
vocal
duet.
Mrs.
j
these special plates will not of course
Thursday. Friday and Saturday at Mr. Wylie, Leland Blackington Jr, and family and Harold Wotton were
AuJ
Vivian Hewett and Mrs. Marianne rier. The public is invited.
1
be available, but In cooperation with
among
those
from
the
North
side
who
Crockett's Baby Shop —adv.
IWU
-LUr la
lU
and Mrs. Young, consolation. In
••Maliaa •( Ika Saarl
Bullard; chorus.
1 the Maine Department headquarters
"83" Mr. Tolman carried off first attended" the Red Men's installation
Maybe you are net going to sunny
____________
with Phil Ragan
of the Legion, the Automobile
Fine Granulated Sugar, 10 pounds} honors with Mrs. Raymond Anderson Friday night.
Ganaviarn Tobin
California or Florida, but ycu will
Registration Department has had
Lyle Talbo. • Allen Jenkiae
Lloyd Hanna is driving a new
TENANT’S HARBOR
51c: 26 lbs. $189; 103 lbs. $523. the consolation. Thes? parties hav
want a box of this attractive RYTEX
manufactured at the State Prison,
A
Fint
Nabow]
Picture
Stover’s. Rockland —adv.
2-4 been most pleasant, and It is hoped sedan.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana Greenlaw and RIO stationery with the Palm Tree
narrow auxiliary plates in the black
The
Willing
Workers
met
Thursday
another series will be undertaken a
in a variety cf pastel shades. This
and white colors, faring the legend,
TODAY
at the home of Mrs. Revada Rogers. son of Redstone, N. H, arc guests of
bit later.
PRIVATE LESSONS
unusual stationery, printed with your
LAWRENCE TIBBETT In
"American Legion.”
Mrs. Herbert Loud had as holiday Mrs. GreenlawTs parents, Mr. and
“METROPOLITAN”
Name and Address in contrasting
These plates to be attached to the
in Marcel and Finger Waving Tickets to the skating field may be guests her parents and sister from Mrs. Samuel Davis.
colors
Is
especially
priced
now
at
$1.09
top
or bottom of the regular registra
Church services will be held every
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP obtained at Chisholm's store or from Waldoboro.
per
box,
for
50
sheets
and
50
envelopes.
tion
plates will be supplied to mem
night
this
week
in
observance
of
the
Brownie,
pet
dog
of
Stanton
Mc

L. E. McRae $1 for the season. Give
ROCKLAND, ME.
84 PARK ST,
bers of the American Legion who
Farland, is limping on a badly In Week of Prayer. A welcome is ex See samples at once at The Couriersome
poor
youngster
a
winter's
fun
—
TEL. 1123 W
show certificates from their post adGazette office.—adv,
jured leg caused by the fall of a tree tended the public.
atfv,
150*13
1W-U

HOSTESS

+
+
+
♦
+
+
♦

MICKIE SAYS—
POUT SEUD AWAY FOP. NOUR.
PRlUrWG » ORDER. FROM US
AMD WE'LL SUBMIT A PROOF
OF TBE JOB, SO VOU CAU SEE
JUST WHAT YOU AREGETTIUQ
s-TOU ARE MOT GETT1UG AUT
"PIG 1U A POKE" WHEU
YOU ORDER FROM US

WED.-THURS.

atMOHTECARLD
«>* Joan

BENNETT
COLIN CLIVE
NIGEL BRUCE

DARRYL F. ZANUCK
im cduum r«oouctio«
PtettAlid by Itupli * Sthc-O

NOW PLAYING
“THANKS A MILLION”
with
DICK POWELL, ANN DVORAK

Shows. 2.00. 6.30 and 8.30
Continuous Saturday, 2.00 to 10.30
Phono 892

Every-Othtfr-Day
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STARTS
5.30
THURSDAY
NITE

MEN’S PANTS, values to 3.50............................... ..4 Hour Price

$1.77

BOYS’ PLAID WOOL JACKETS.................... ...4 Hour Price

1.18

MEN’S BROADCLOTH SHIRTS, 1.00 value .. ....4 Hour Price

.49

MFN’S2"cSn K AND WOOL HOSE................ .....4 Hour Sale

.11

MEN’S FLANNEL PAJAMAS, 1.50 value..... ...4 Hour Price

.88

MEN’S 1.50 WHITE JUMPERS, very durable ... 4 Hour Price

.53

MEN’S 3.50 AU Rubber 4-Buckle OVERSHOES, wool lined
MEN’S 2.50 AU Wool Lace BREECHES......... ... 4 Hour Price

1.97
1.37

THURS.

EVENING JAN. 9

Jt 3t 5.30 To 9.30 Only

Jt Jt

BATH TOWEL and WASH CLOTH Sets, 90c val. 4 Hour Price .49
MEN’S 2.00 FLANNEL SHIRTS, warm and comfortable, ....... 1.33
MEN’S 1.50 Winter Weight UNION SUITS......... 4 Hour Price .93
BOYS’ HEAVY DUNGAREES, 1.00 value...... 4 Hour Price .66
HEAVY WOOL HOSE, 65c value.............................4 Hour Price .39
MEN’S 50c LEATHER PALM MITTENS.............. 4 Hour Price .24
WOMEN’S ALL RUBBER OVERSHOES, fleece lined.................. 88
MEN’S HEAVY OVERALLS and DUNGAREES, 1.00 value .77
MEN’S 16 IN. ALL LEATHER SHOES, 5.00 value................... 2.89

A SALE THAT IS UNIQUE-THAT’S DIFFERENT
Store Closed All Day Thursday To Prepare For This Big Event
EXTRAORDINARY VALUES IN THE MEN’S STORE
MEN S SUITS

WOMEN’S SHOES

Fortv-one Fall and Winter Suits. Some Valued
As High .As $35.00. At This Unheard of Low
Price.

Fall and W’intet Styles of Good Patterns
113 Pairs to Sell For—

SLIPPERS
Men’s, Women's and Children’s Suedette Slip
pers. Leather Bound with Padded Soles and
Solid Heels.
$1.08 Value

29c

$1.23

S13.88
Prices Good For Four Hours Only

MEN’S OVERCOATS

MEN’S SHOES
Good Styles and Oood Fitting Lasts—Shoes
of Quality and Value
Values To $5.00

Values to $30.00

$1.93 and 52.87

Don’t Pass Up This Chance To Buy a Coat
At a Low Price!

MEN'S

BOYS’ SHEEPSKIN COATS
$5.50 Value Moleskin Coats with l^tmbs Wool
Collars and Four Leather Bound Pockets
Warm and Durable.
«

$1.99
BOYS’ AND GIRLS’

BOYS’ SUITS

WATERPROOF COATS

Four Pieces—Coat. Vest and Two Pairs Pants
$10.00 Value

Sheepskin Lined With a Good Heavy Collar.
$9.50 Value

$3.88
These Suits Arc a Steal At This Price and
Are Sure To Sell Quick!

THESE PRICES ARE
EXTRA LOW

And Good For This
FOUR HOUR SALE ONLY

OF

PANTIES
Women’s Rayon Panties, Choice of Three
Styles. Lace Trimmed, Novelties or Tailored
Models.

$4.96
Four Big Pockets and Belt All .Around

MACKINAWS

PRICES

IN

THE

WOMEN’S DRESSES
Values to $8.95

Remaining Stock o( New Fall Silk Dresses.
Four Hour Sale Price—

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ICent

SWEATERS

SILK OR KNIT DRESSES

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 97c_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SKIRTS
Women’s Skirts of Wool. Sixes 26 to 32.

New Fall Patterns and Styles

BLOOMERS

For Four Hours Only—Weil Worth Your
Inspection

Women’s Extra Size Silk Rayon Bloomers.
Cut Large and Full For the Stouter Women.

87c

29c

This Price Good For Four Hours Only

HATS

These Coats Are Wool Plaids W ith a Double
Back
$3.00 A’alue

All Felt. Velvet and Silk HaU. Valued to *
*5.00.
A Good Assortment To Choose From

$2.37

47c to 51.17

LADIES’ HOSE

DRESSES

Blue Moon SUk Hose. Full Fashion
85c Value

W’a.h Dresses and Large Site House Dresses.
Dig Assortment of Colors and Styles.

41c

47c

HASKELLGCORTHELL-CAMDEN
»*LUES

THURSDAY NITE-5.30 to 9.30-FOUR HOURS ONLY

THESE PRICES ARE
EXTRA LOW

And Good For This
FOUR HOUR SALE ONLY
THURSDAY NITE, JAN. 9

5.30 to 9.30

BLANKETS

Regular January Sale Starts Friday
Morning, Jan. 10, with Drastic Re
ductions in Every Department.

Medium Weight Cotton Plaid BlankeU
85c Value

CAMDEN FIREMEN AS HOSTS

49c

Both th; Men’s Store and the Woman’s Shop Will Give a Certificate
Good For $1.00 in Trade To the First Five Customers Making a Pur
chase of $1.00 or More. This Certificate Must Be Presented at 9.30,
the Hour This Sale Closes, To 3e Redeemed For Merchandise.

NO FUSS, NO FEATHERS

SNAPPED THE EARTH

Capt. Stevens Was So High

He Could See the Globe’s
Captain of Combinaton No. 1(Continued from Page One)
Commissioner of Public Works—
(Continued from Page One)
Jonathan S Gardner.
Fred B Herrick.
Curvature
cjdly dramatic in his story of the fire
Lieutenant of Combination No. 1 — valuable park at the north end of
Collector of Taxes—Timothy E Mc
Striking pictures from high in the
in Collingwood. Ohio, which destroyed Dan Hill.
the cljy.
Innis.
a schcol building and cost the lives
stratosphere,
showing the earth's
We have one of the best cities of
Captain of Hose No. 1—Joseph
City Physician—Dr. Charles D.
of two teachers and 173 children. He Cote. Lieutenant of Hose No. 1— its size in the country, excellent North.
actual curvature on the horizon more
also told most interestingly the story John Wadsworth.
Milk Inspector—Dr Crosby French. clearly than ever before, and reveal
churches, theaters, modern stores,
of the Fitchburg, Mass, conflagration
Captain of Combination No. 2—
ing how the world looks from the
and ample housing facilities. We
which destroyed a ■'fireproof" school Lovell Thompson. •
greatest height at which photographs
must
give
our
full
support
to
the
few
building cn which there was no insur i Captain of Hook & Ladder—Her
industries that we have and do all
ever have been made, have just been
ance. The sprinkler system was ad bert Thomas.
in our power to help them As con
developed from films exposed during
vocated as the best and most eco
Lieutenant of Hook & Ladder— ditions are now we need more indus
nomical fire prevention:
the recent stratosphere flight of the
j Clarence Mitchell.
tries to absorb between 300 and 400
Sandy paid a fine tribute to Chief
National Geographic Society, Army
Finance Officers—William F.tzger- men and women who must find em
Payson and his department and ap
Air Corps ^al'oon Explorer II.
ald. A. B. Stevenson Jr.
ployment, especially through the
paratus. "The fire house should be
The photographs were shown for
President of Fireman's Club—Eu winter months. This is our one great
larger.” he said ‘’There’s not room
the
first time in connection with
gene V. Thompson.
problem and must be solved within
enough there for a decent game of
ceremonies a» which Captain Albert
It was voted to hold the annual a short time. We have been taking
craps.”
W. Stevens, commander of the bal
; gift ball Feb 21 in the Opera House. care of this unemployment to a great
loon. and Captain Orvil A. Anderson,
The speaker concluded his highly
extent through the assistance of
its pilot, received Hubbard Oold
entertain.ng address by singing "The
Federal projects but when this help
FINDS BETTER FEELING
Medals, highest award of the Na
Man With the Ladder and the Hose "
ceases we must have something
tional Geographic Society, in Wash
With the smoke from many cigars President Carl R. Gray Making ready to take its place. We are handi
ington, D. C.. December 11.
curling gracefully toward the ceiling
Statement On Railroad Situation
capped by not having suitable build
the meeting broke up—the citizens
Presented by General Pershing
ings to house industries, and this
Writes Carl R. Gray, president of condition should be given careful
to proceed with their daily affairs,
The flyers were given the awards
while the firemen adjourned to their the Union Pacific Railway system: , thought. With the wonderful spirit
"for distinguished achievement in
station to hold the annual meeting of ‘ "Railroad traffic throughout the ■ of cooperation which we have in
scientific research." The medals were
the Atlantic Engine Company. This West was most adversely affected by Rockland, I am sure the citizens will
presented to them by General John
resulted in the choice of the follow the drouth of 1934. the effects of get together in a united effort to
J. Pershing, General of the Armies of
which held through to this year's solve this problem which is a most A sort of Encyclopedia Brittanira, >s the United States and a life trustee
ing officers:
Rockland's city clerk, E. R. Keene
of the National Geographic Society.
Clerk and Treasurer—Winfidd S. harvest, parucularly as to wheat serious one at present.
Kansas and Nebraska combined pro
General Pershing was introduced by
• • • •
Richards.
duced less wheat ln 1935 than In
Chief—Allen F Pay. on.
The mayor was sworn in by City
City Electrician—Orrin E. Pink- Dr. Gilbert Grosvenor, President of
1934. but five times as much com.
The Society.
Assistant Chief—Eugene V Thomp
Clerk E. R. Keene, whose reappoint man. )
"Our business for the second half
The photographs were taken by
son.
Harbor Master—Capt. E W Freeof 1935 was so much better relatively ment to that office was the first act
Captain Stevens while thc Explorer
Steward—Dan Hill
than the first half as to nearly over : of the new City Government. Mr. ham.
II., was at its "ceiling,” 72,395 feet
Chief Engineer—Albert Yt Havener. above South Dakota, a new world
come the de.Teases in net operating Keene was sworn in by City Solicitor
Assistant Engineer—George
W. altitude record. He showed them
income during the first half. Metal Elisha W. Pike. He has given tuch
mining and lumbering ran consider splendid satisfaction that his contin Wheeler.
during a lecture describing the flight
In treating children
dren’s co
colds,
ably ahead of 1934 and afford prom uation in office for two more years
Truant Officer—Clarence E. Har following the presentation of the
don’t take
medals.
ise. Live stock population is down meets with the full approval of every rington.
chances.. use
The picture showing the lateral
and
many
require
two
or
three
years
body.
Dog
Constable
—
Lewis
R
Hastings.
W VapoRub
Other city officials appointed and
curvature of the earth includes a
for restoration to normal.
Assessor
—
Tyler
M.
Coombs.
PROVED BY 2 CENERATJ.ON
1 stretch of the horizon 220 miles in
“The movement of westbound mer confirmed yesterday were:
Overseer of Poor—Isaac B. Sim- length. This represents more than
City Treasurer—Charles H. Morey.
chandise, including automobiles and
City Auditor—James E. Steven*. i mons.
three degrees of a circle—nearly 1power which, in fact, is reflectel in
NOTICE!
Park Commis'ioner — James E. 100th of the total circumference of
City Marshal—Almon P. Richard
retail sales of all kinds throughout
er being absent from my nflire the west. I find a very much better son.
Stevens.
the earth. The curve of the horizon
al weeks I have resumed my
Trustees of Public Library (for is easily noticeable when the picture
Deputy
Marshal
—
Walter
J.
Fernfeeling
and
more
optimism
than
fot
.ire as usual.
three years)—Mrs. Aldana Spear, H. is projected on a screen—photogra
several years, and this is finding ex aid.
DR. J. II. DAMON, Dentist
er Newberry's 5c & 10c Store
P. Blcdgett and Mrs. Ruth Elling- phic evidence that the world is round.
City Solicitor—Elisha W. Pike.
pression in an improved building
Telephone 415-W
wood.
When the edge of a ruler is laid
program."
City Engineer—Richard H. Britt.

VICKS

$2.83

$1.11

THURSDAY NITE, JAN. 9

Mothers!

SHOP

HANDKERCHIEFS

Slipover Models of Zephyr Wool.
Warm. Yet Light and Comfortable
OnUtanding Stvles

Colors and Styles For Winter Wear. To Sell
For—

WOMAN’S

Good Grade White Cambric .With Assortrd
Novelty Boedera

10c

______ _ _ _ 51.96_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Twenty-nine Fall and Winter Overcoats of
Good Qualitv and Styles. Look at This Price.

$8.88

131 Pairs To Sell For

UNHEARD

5.30 to 9.30

BLANKETS
Pepperell Part Wool Double Blanket..
Extra Quality $3.95 Value

$2.77

Regular January Sale Starts Friday
Morning, Jan. 10, with Drastic Re
ductions in Every Department.

along the horizon line the curvature Investigation revealed a rip ln the expedition in at least a score of
is even more plainly visible.
balloon nearly 20 feet long. A hur weather forecasts anl cosmic ray re
ried consultation with Goodyear- search, upon farming problems and
Infra-Red Light Pierces Haze
radio. Illustrate the diverse activities
In taking this picture the camera Zeppelin officials and Army balloon
1 ot the National Geographic Society
used by Captain Stevens "saw" a specialists present disclosed that the
and the useful function of the
distance of approximately 300 miles, balloon could be patched. Captain
United States Army in peace time.
far beyond the range of the human Stevens paid a tribute to the men
eye. The horizon showing in the who did this under extremely adverse
photograph is estimated to have been conditions.
at that distance from the camera.
Another trying moment came just
The photograph was taken by infra as the huge bag. the largest free bal
red light which is capable of piercing loon ever built was rising from the
distant haze. All of the other colors Stratobowl. Struck by a downdraft
of sunlight are shut out of the cam of air. it began to lose altitude rapid
era by a red filter in making this ly. For a moment a crash against
kind of long-distance photograph.
the cliffs seemed inevitable, but
The picture shows a vast stretch of Captain Anderson finally stopped the
western South Dakota, covering descent by releasing ten bags of leadmore than 33.000 square miles. The dust ballast, lightening the craft by
. . . women find
Black Hills, from which the flight some 750 pounds.
so many uses
started and which have an area of
for the want-ads.
Captain Stevens reported that all
Selling old furniabout 6.000 square miles, appear as a the scientific Instruments functioned
ture. getting house- *
large dark area at one side of the perfectly, but that it was too early to
hold help, apart- ,
picture 160 miles in the background. announce the results obtained. Some
ment hunting.
The picture was taken from a posi of the records taken will require
Jos’, phone 770 if
you want results.
tion above Parmelee, South Dakota. weeks and months of study by sci
Thc horizon line in the photograph entists from the U. S. Bureau of
THE
;t
is represented by a stratum of haze Standards, the Carnegie Institution,
COURIERestimated to lie about 10,000 feet the Bartol Research Foundation, and
GAZETTE
WANT ADS
above the earth. This stratum of other cooperating scientific organi
haze, however, conforms closely to zations.
the sea level surface of the earth and
In presenting the Hubbard Gold
its curvature reflects accurately the Medals to the flyers, General Persh
curvature of the earth itself.
ing stated that the studies of this
Rivers Like Delicate Tracery
scientific fields, studies bearing upon
Both still and motion pictures
taken directly downward from the
stratosphere balloon while lt was at
its celling of 72.385 feet, the hlghestaltitude pictures of the earth ever
taken, also were shown by Captain
Stevens. They reveal the earth as a
huge plain marked with tiny checker
board-like farms and fields. Cutting
Into the level, smooth farm lands are
regions of erosion, with innumerable
small stream courses, arroyos and
creek beds, forming intricate patterns
of delicate tracery like frost on a
window pane. Roads appear as thin,
knife-edge lines. Town^ are prac
tically invisible.
One of the most exciting moments
. ■•■vyri ♦<N»W
of the flight came about midnight
h...
during the night of inflation, Captain
DODGE lj'2-ton stake truck—136-in. wheelbase-^—designed
Stevens declared. A sharp report
to serve the needs of farmers, manufacturers, feed and cereal
from under the mass of fabric indi
merchants, retailers and many others requiring dependable
cated that something had given way.
transportation at low cost, * -

Sturdy 1936 Dodge Stake Truck

